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Durga Puja is, perhaps, the most important annual festival for the people originating from the Indian state of West Bengal
and its surrounding regions. At least, for the Bengali diaspora, who have made their home far away from home in the last
few decades, it has certainly become so. The beginning of Durga Puja, although ancient, is not extraordinary. Originating
due to similar socio-cultural needs and practices as many other religious rituals of the contemporary Hindu society, this
festival has arguably transcended many of those traditional societal demarcations at present times.

For an immigrant community like us, a festival like this has many things to offer. First of all, it lets us feed our nostalgia by
trying to recreate a slice of life back home, and rightfully so, because as Maya Angelou has said, “If you don't know where
you've come from, you don't know where you're going.” Moreover, it also opens a window into the culture, like ours, that’s
still foreign to this land. And above all, social integration takes a whole different meaning in organizing an event like this.
Adapted to the constraints of the American life, our Durga Puja is a marriage between the family – Paribarik – style puja and
the publicly – Baro-Yaari – organized puja, a compact weekend affair; here people, who call this community home and work
hard to make everything possible, bask in the ambience alongside the ones coming from hundreds of miles away. Lavish food,
ethnic clothing, celebration of togetherness within our own community, occasion of family and friends getting together; a
much-needed respite from the incessant grind, the madding crowd.

Today, we live in a rapidly changing world, where stereotypes are being broken more often than before. The relevance and
legacy of this cultural practice will be tested by the future generations, who aren’t born into this nostalgia. Whatever that
outcome may be, we have to live in this moment, and live vigorously by defeating our own demons of ignorance and dogma.
That will be the true victory of good over evil.

Oṃ asato mā sadgamaya|
Tamaso mā jyotirgamaya|
Mṛtyor mā'mṛtaṃ gamaya|
Oṃ śāntiḥ śāntiḥ śāntiḥ||
- Upanishad
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The two issues that dominate the news, fake or otherwise, are that of immigration and environment. The former is a topic
integral to the immigrant Bengali’s experience and existence, while the latter is rightfully of grave importance to the
conscientious youth. So, it is natural that both of these global themes emerge in the microcosm of our community’s annual
Durga Puja magazine, Sannikat. We are very grateful for the thoughtful contributions Sannikat received this year. Each was
written with purposeful intention to reinforce the powerful message of communal unity and service.
The physical copy of Sannikat comes at a token price of $ 2 this year, while the digital version remains accessible to all for
free on the BAM website. It is primarily the environmental sensitivities that propelled the BAM leadership towards that
decision. There is nothing more disheartening than to see Sannikat magazines lying around Durga Puja venue ownerless or,
even worse, being trodden on. Addressing the wastage of valuable and environmentally precious paper and ink merited the
institution of the nominal fee for physical copies of Sannikat.
As Sannikat evolves in the digital age, and we emphasize on informative articles and photo features, in pursuit of connecting
the Bengali American youth to their rich heritage, the editorial team and BAM leadership faces the challenge of coming up
with appropriate policies for citations, references, and usage of photographs available online. We concluded that BAM being
a non-profit organization, all digital assets in Sannikat not owned by the contributors are used by the contributors under the
‘fair use’ doctrine of the US copyright law.
Finally, we come to the very reason of Sannikat’s existence- Durga Puja celebration in our BAM community. Life of an
immigrant has never been easy, no matter the policies, politics or prosperity of the land they make their home in. This
celebration allows us to focus on our shared heritage and traditions and enjoy in the company of friends and family. The
quintessential Bengali festival of Durga Puja has gone through a metamorphosis of sorts in this North Star state. Not
everything here is the same as what it used to be in the old country. Still the joys of the season are no different. After all,
festivals are celebrations of, for and by the people.

So, let’s pray to Ma Durga:
‘Sarvamangala mangalye Shive, sarvartha sadhike
Sharanye Tryambake Gouri, Narayani, namostu te!’
(The most auspicious of the auspicious, the grantor of all wishes,
The protector of all, the three-eyed Gouri, Narayani, we bow before you!)
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MOMENTS FROM VARIOUS BAM EVENTS
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MOMENTS FROM VARIOUS BAM EVENTS (Contd..)
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Bauls of Bengal
By Sanjib Basak
It has been heart-wrenching to watch the recent mass shootings that have occurred in different parts of the world, with active
roles taken by religious extremists and racial supremacists. Events like the shooting at a mosque in Christchurch, New Zeeland
by a white supremacist, the church and hotel bombings in Sri Lanka on Easter Sunday by an Islamic extremist group, the
shooting at a Walmart in El Paso, Texas on Aug 3rd by a white supremacist, and the list goes on. Looking at the places of
occurrence of the incidents, we see that the events did not happen in a particular country or a region, but the problem has
become a global phenomenon. When one religious group attacks another, it is expected that there will be a counter attack
by the latter and the retaliations continue in a circle. It is unfortunate that the leaders of some of these countries, where
these fundamentalists live, do not make any effort to stop them, instead encourage them for personal and political benefits.
The fighting between religious groups is not a new phenomenon. It has been happening for centuries. So, it might also be
important to highlight some of the movements around the world to abolish such conflicts. In particular, this article is about
a religious sect that sets an example to the world, showing that a nation or a society can live peacefully, among different
religious groups with different beliefs. This religious sect has been living primarily in the villages of Bengal (both West Bengal
and Bangladesh), with people of different religions, the Hindus, Muslims, Buddhists and Jains, in peace and harmony. They
do not believe in any one religion or other and refuse to be constrained by any particular one. They believe that God exists
inside human body and hence they practice Deho Sadhana or spiritual exercise of body. They are called the Bauls or more
specifically, the Bauls of Bengal.

It is debatable how the word Baul originated. Some say that it has originated from baiu (air in Bengali). They perform sadhana
or spiritual practice involving different forces generated by air and the nervous system of the body. They study the breathing
mechanism, intake of oxygen and release of carbon dioxide, and the methods to control them. According to another school
of thought, the word Baul was derived from the Sanskrit word batul, which means mad - divinely inspired insanity”. They
wear orange or saffron clothes and carry a musical instrument called ektara. They prefer to live a spiritual life, do not talk
much about their beliefs to outsiders and many people consider themselves as “mad” or awkward.
One of the best-known leaders of this sect is Lalon Shah (also known as Lalon Fakir). Lalon was born in 1774 in the village
Harishpur, in the present district of Jhenaidah in Bangladesh. He devoted his life to eradicate the differences between castes,
creeds and religions. He declined to be a Hindu or a Muslim and fought against religious conflicts. As he was gaining popularity
among the villagers, the local Muslim and Hindu leaders perceived him as a threat to their establishments and tried to bully
him in many ways. Lalon fought against them with dignity, with the support from the common people, and established his
beliefs and principles. He used to teach his followers these beliefs through songs, which later became the foundations of
Baul songs. One of these songs is still heard regularly in Bengal: “Sob loke koy Lalon ki jaat e songsaare. Lalon bole jaater ki
rup dekhlam na ei najore”. (Everybody asks what Lalon’s caste is. Lalon says, “I have never seen a caste. How does it look
like?”)
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It is believed that Lalon composed 2000 to 10000 songs in his entire life. In those days, many song-writers did not write their
songs. The songs were passed orally from one person to another. Lalon too did not scribe his songs. Those were transmitted
verbally by him to his followers and then to their followers. It is believed that the poet Rabindranath Tagore came in contact
with him and was inspired by his songs. He published some of Lalon’s songs in a monthly magazine, called Prabasi. The only
picture that we have of Lalon, is a portrait sketched by zamindar Jyotirindranath Tagore, elder brother of Rabindranath
Tagore, in 1889, in his houseboat on the river Padma.

The uniqueness of Lalon’s songs is in the simplicity of its lyrics with deep underlying meanings. The songs talk about life,
nature and the world around us in a very simple way. This was well received by the villagers of Bengal as they found deep
connection with the challenges of their daily life. The Baul songs got integrated with various folk songs that were originated
in different parts of Bengal. For example, it formed the basis of Bhatiyali songs which were sung by the boatmen of the river
Padma when they would travel long distance by boat. It also became deeply intertwined with the kirtan genre of music.
During Lalon’s life time, the Bauls and Baul songs became famous both in West Bengal and East Bengal (currently Bangladesh),
but it was not popular much outside of Bengal. The person who made the Bauls known to the world is Rabindranath Tagore.
In his Hibbert Lecture series, The Religion of Man (1930), delivered at Oxford University, he gave an explanation of religion
and philosophy with quotation from the songs of Lalon.
"One day I chanced to hear a song from a beggar belonging to the Baul sect of Bengal...What struck me in this simple song
was a religious expression that was neither grossly concrete, full of crude details, nor metaphysical in its rarefied
transcendentalism. At the same time it was alive with an emotional sincerity, it spoke of an intense yearning of the heart for
the divine, which is in man and not in the temple or scriptures, in images or symbols... I sought to understand them through
their songs, which is their only form of worship."

In the post-Lalon phase, among many of the followers of Lalon, Shah Abdul Karim became popular in Bangladesh. He
composed more than 2000 songs and delivered similar messages to his followers as Lalon. One of his famous disciples had
been Kalika Prasad Bhattacharya, who founded a band called Dohar. The band is promoting Baul songs with modern music
and instruments. In West Bengal, the family that made Baul songs popular was Nabani Khyapa and his descendants – Purna
Das Baul and Laxman Das Baul. It is believed that Nabani Khyapa was very close to Rabindranath Tagore and was appointed
by Tagore to teach Baul songs in Santiniketan. In 1950s and ’60s, Purna Das and his brother Laxman Baul became very popular
both in India and abroad. In 1968, they were invited by Bob Dylan to join them in the US. They toured the US for 8 months
and performed in 30 concerts, some of them with Dylan and Joan Bez. At that time, they also made two albums, Bauls Of
Bengal and Bengali Bauls... At Big Pink.

The district of Birbhum in West Bengal became the center all Baul activities. Later, the Baul domain stretched to Tripura
and Bangladesh in the east, and parts of Bihar and Orissa in the west and south respectively. In Bangladesh, the districts of
Chittagong, Sylhet, Mymensingh, and Tangyl are famous for the Bauls. Bauls from far away places come to participate in the
Kenduli Mela and the Pous Mela – the two most important fairs held in West Bengal for Baul music.

Unfortunately, the population of the Baul sect is declining for the last decade as there is lack of sponsorship from the
community and the government. Many of them struggle to survive in the Baul way of living and are forced to choose a
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different life. The Bauls have enriched the Bengali culture in many different ways. It will be a great loss if the sect disappears.
In 2005, the Baul tradition of Bangladesh was included in the list of Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of
Humanity by UNESCO. Various websites are collecting and archiving information about the Bauls. One recommended website
is https://baularchive.com/. It contains interviews with many Bauls from whom we still learn many details about their life and
philosophy.
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Charlie Andrews- Friend of India
By Tapan Bhattacharya
In 1982, the much-awaited movie Gandhi was released. The movie was a global hit and won 8 Oscars, including Best Picture.
Many of the characters in the movie were well known political leaders and personalities, who played an important role in
India’s Freedom struggle. Among them was the character an English Christian priest seen with Gandhi in South Africa, who
called Gandhi 'Mohan' (few addressed him, as such!) and Gandhi called him 'Charlie'- The character was discovered to be
Charles Freer Andrews. Who was this man and what role did this Englishman play to demand dignity for all Indians from the
British rulers and be a champion for Indian self-rule! This is Charlie Andrews’s story……………
Charlie Andrews was born in England in 1871 into a large family of modest means. His father and grandfather were Christian
priests (called clergymen in England). At an early age, he realized, he had to make it on his own, without much support from
his family. Charlie was a meritorious student in school and for college, was admitted to Pembroke College at Cambridge on a
scholarship.
At Cambridge, he became close to Reverend Prior and Bishop Westcott, the Regius Professor of Divinity there. Charlie got
two ‘Firsts’ in Classical Studies in 1893 and a second ‘First’ in Theology in, 1895. In the days when most students at Cambridge
or Oxford got only ‘passes’, a ‘Double First’ was a sign of great brilliance and intellect. At Cambridge, Bishop Westcott’s son,
Basil, became his best friend. Basil, was committed to becoming a missionary in India.
In 1895, Charlie Andrews was ordained as a clergyman into the Church of England (The Anglican Church). The first three years,
Andrews served as a missionary at Walworth, a slum in South London with extreme squalor and poverty. His ability to work
with people at all levels, made him recognizable as one of the ablest and worthiest; the local Bishop called him ‘simple,
resolute, intense and self-denying’. These are the very qualities that are demonstrated by him throughout his life, over and
over again.
In 1899, his mentor at Pembroke College Rev Prior suddenly passed away and Andrews was elected a Fellow of the College
in his place. But the greater tragedy for him was the death of his friend Basil Westcott, in 1904 in Delhi of cholera, while he
was helping to establish St Stephens College in Delhi. The loss of his friend made Andrews more determined to come and
serve in India. He joined the 1904 Cambridge Mission to Delhi with the purpose of teaching philosophy at St.Stephen's College.
In 1904, when he arrived in Delhi, he found it very colonial with limited interaction between the British and the Indians. Sushil
Kumar Rudra, was one of his first friends in Delhi. Rudra came from one of the early Christian families in India and was a
senior member of the teaching staff at St Stephens. He was a passionate Christian but also an Indian patriot.
Andrews came to India as a man with high Christian values and committed to serving the Anglican Church. But, he observed,
that the British ruling class only preached equality but did not practice it! The racial divide between the British and the Indians
of all classes were enormous. In 1906, Andrews on behalf of the mission attended the Calcutta session of the Indian National
Congress with the intent to be just as an observer, but emerged post it with strong support for India's political aspirations.
On coming back to Delhi, Andrews continued to champion the cause of promoting Sushil Rudra to become full-time Principal
of St Stephens. He felt the mission was being unfair to Rudra, after his diligent service and leadership to the College. He
appealed to his superiors in India, who felt that Rudra was not eligible, as he was neither English nor a Cambridge graduate.
But, Charlie’s relentless lobbying on behalf of Rudra, won them over, and in 1907, Rudra was made Principal of St. Stephens.
This was Andrews’s first victory on behalf of Indians.
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Over the next 30 years, Andrews got to know and work closely with four Viceroys of India. They were, Lords Minto, Hardinge,
Chelmsford and Irwin. Most of them welcomed his sincerity with which he represented the Indian point-of-view. All of them,
felt, that Andrews was a vital link between them and the Indian political leaders, especially later on with Gandhi with whom
Andrews would develop great friendship.
However, many of the British officials who served the Viceroys saw Andrews as a renegade to their class! This was even true
with some of his classmates from Cambridge, who held high civil service positions in India. The Indian CID shadowed Charlie
relentlessly, but this did not deter him from meeting Indians from all walks of life. The Indian leaders trusted Andrews
completely.
Andrews also started writing regularly on Indian issues in journals in England, which caught the eye of the British authorities
in India, who did not take to it kindly. In India, he was a regular monthly contributor to the Modern Review, edited by
Ramananda Chatterjee, a friend. He would continue to write in it, on many topics, until his death.
In 1912, Rudra and Andrews traveled together to England. The CF Andrews, who returned, home, was still a
missionary, but different, than the one to left for India. He was now fully devoted to supporting Indians against injustice of
the British. The highlight of this visit was his first meeting with Rabindranath Tagore, at a poetry reading organized by WB
Yeats, the English poet. Andrews recognized Tagore, as he had seen his portraits before. So, he walked up to him and
introduced himself, the poet clasped his hand and said, ‘Oh, Mr. Andrews I have so longed to see you, I cannot tell you how
much I have longed to see you’. This was a fateful first meeting of a lifelong friendship of the Guru (Andrews called Tagore,
Gurudev) and the Chela (Andrews).
Tagore was still in the prime of his life but fragile after several personal bereavements. During this trip, Andrews helped to
correct the proof of the English version of Gitanjali, to be published by the India Society in London. This was before Tagore
was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1913. On return to India, Andrews went to stay in Gurudev's Shantiniketan for
the first time. He was charmed by the Spartan ashram life of the school of those days in rural Bengal. He said, ‘the spirit of
Shantiniketan always makes me restful, calm and quiet’. Andrews would return to Shantiniketan many a time in his life and
would go on to assist Tagore in translating to English ‘Hungry stones and other stories’ of Tagore.
During this time, Gandhi was leading the passive resistance movement on behalf of the Indian laborers in South Africa. Gopal
Krishna Gokhale, the senior Congress leader wanted to help Gandhi. Gokhale requested Andrews to go to South Africa and
help Gandhi. On arrival there, he was amazed to meet this unpretentious man with a shaven head and wearing homespun
clothes to be Gandhi. Andrews and Gandhi hit it off from their first meeting. Gandhi appointed Andrews as the advisor for
the tactics and policy of the movement. He convinced Gandhi to meet Jan Smuts, the Prime Minister and negotiate an
agreement on behalf of the Indians. Several meetings took place with Andrews’s guidance and a provisional settlement was
reached. During this time, Andrews and Gandhi grew closer and became Charlie and Mohan to each other, for the rest of
their lives.
Andrews traveled to England from South Africa, where he met his family, but his mind was already far away in his new ‘matri
bhumi’, India and its causes. On his return to India, he told the Mission leaders that he wanted to leave the Church, and
dedicate himself fulltime, to the cause of Indian freedom. Though, they prevented him from resigning, he relinquished most
of his mission duties.
At the time Gandhi was paying his first visit to Tagore in Shantiniketan, Andrews was there. Gandhi found the ashram culture
in Shantiniketan lax in discipline. But, Tagore and Andrews did not agree with him. They were both freedom-loving people.
During this time, Andrews wrote to the Viceroy making a strong recommendation for the Government to confer the
Knighthood to Tagore, on him receiving the Nobel Prize.
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Now, Congress asked Andrews to lead a delegation to look into the plight of
Indian indentured laborers in Fiji. As usual, he plunged himself headlong into it,
meeting Government officials, plantation owners, and Indian community
leaders. Through the report "Report on Indentured Labour in Fiji", Andrews
described the plight of the indentured laborers and battled the authorities on the
abolition of indentured labor throughout the British Empire. This led to the end
of further transportation of Indian labor to the British colonies; Andrews’
singlehandedly achieved this reform, which was similar to the abolition of
slavery, a monumental achievement for human rights and the dignity of man.
Andrews met Edwin Montagu, Minister for India, who was putting together the
Chelmsford-Montagu reform proposal to allow India, limited self-rule. The rulers
wanted to discuss the reforms with Gandhi, who in turn, requested Tagore to
lend Andrews to be his confidential advisor. Though the talks did not go
anywhere, Gandhi told Tagore that Andrews’ guidance was most precious to him.
In 1919, with the Rowlatt Act, the British wanted to suppress all anti-government
agitation against British rule in India. Gandhi, in response, initiated nationwide
Satyagraha and hartals. This led to the worst hostile acts by the British rule in
India, against the local population. The killing of 400 people and injuring 1000, at
Jallianwala Bagh in Amritsar, in cold blood, was the most heinous acts committed
by the British. Andrews tried to go to Amritsar, immediately. But the British Police
took him off the train. In despair, he went to see Gandhi in Sabarmati and Tagore in Shantiniketan, where Tagore was writing
his letter to renounce his knighthood in protest. Charlie assisted him with the letter. Andrews’ anti-British stance now made
him a social pariah with his fellow British.
In 1921, Charlie Andrews was 50 years old. Over the next few years, he got involved in the Trade Union movement in India,
in workers strikes and seeking justice for the working class. They bestowed on him the title of ‘Deenabandhu’ (Friend of the
Poor) by which he is still called in India. He was made the President of the All-India Trade Union Congress for 1925-26. He was
also asked by Indians to come to South Africa to negotiate their rights with the white Government. Gandhi felt that Charlie
was the right man for the job! These negotiations resulted in the local Indians in getting equal rights as the White Dutch
settlers in South Africa, a singular achievement!
In 1928 and 1929, Andrews made two trips to the United States. His mission was to confront Katherine Mayo, who had
maligned India, in her book, Mother India. (Incidentally, Gandhi called the book, ‘a drain inspector’s report’). He also
approached the Rockefeller’s for donations to Shantiniketan, at which he was unsuccessful. During this trip, he traveled down
to British Guinea to seek freedoms for indentured Indian laborers there.
In 1931, Gandhi was invited to attend the Second Roundtable Conference in London. Charlie was in England and Gandhi on
arrival appointed him as his advisor for all the meetings Gandhi was having in London. The conference was unsuccessful, but
Gandhi got a rousing reception from the poor and the working class in England. Gandhi with Charlie’s help established
contacts with influential British Quakers, who formed a Group supporting India’s self-rule called the India Conciliation Group
(ICG). During this period, Andrews’s book, called ‘What I owe to Christ’ was published. The book was well received and he
donated all the royalties of this book to Tagore, for Shantiniketan. The message of this book also helped him to reconcile his
long-estranged relationship with the leaders of the clergy of the Church of England.
Though after this, Andrews lived for a few years in England, his tireless effort for the Indian cause continued. He regularly
met eminent people such as Ramsey Macdonald, David Lloyd George, Samuel Hoare, Cosmo Lang, and others. In Cambridge,
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he compiled an Anthology of Tagore’s Poems and Plays for publication. Andrews was now 65 years old. During this time,
Charlie visited India, met with Gandhi at Wardha and Tagore in Shantiniketan. This was the period when Gandhi and Tagore
became estranged over Subhas Bose’s leadership in Congress. Andrews tried to mediate. Though he felt that Gandhi was
right, he could not challenge Gurudev openly due to his reverence for him.
In 1939, war clouds were starting to gather over Europe; Hitler’s armies were starting to take over countries in
Europe, one by one. The British Government did not have the will now to discuss Indian self-rule. Andrews came out with
two books, 'Inner Life' and 'True India: A Plea for Understanding'. In December of 1939, Andrews came back to Shantiniketan,
his abode of peace to stay there. Charlie was nearing his end-his intestinal ailments which had bothered him all his life was
back and he also had gallstones. He was brought to Calcutta and admitted to PG Hospital where some surgical procedures
were performed. He had many visitors.
The most famous among them was Gandhi, to whom Andrews confided the apocalyptic vision of a dying man:
"Mohan, Swaraj is coming, I see it coming, and India will be free!"
Gandhi replied: "I know it!"
Charlie said: "Do you know it? I am quite reconciled with my illness. I think this was God’s blessing in disguise."
Bishop Westcott, the Metropolitan of India (the leader of the Indian Anglican Church), Gandhi's secretary, Mahadev Desai,
GD Birla, the philanthropist, was present at his bedside. To Amiya Chakravarty, Tagore's former secretary and poet, he was
always whispering his love and gratitude for Gurudev.
CF Andrews passed away on April 5, 1940. He was buried in the Lower Circular Road cemetery, in Calcutta, where he lies
today. Bishop Westcott took the task of settling Charlie’s affairs. It was fairly easy.
He had only Rupees 372 in his bank account.
Mr. Bhattacharya would like to acknowledge that much of the inspiration and content of this article came from the book
titled “The Ordeal of Love : C.F. Andrews and India” authored by
Hugh Tinker.
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What Started My Journey Into Dancing
By Rita Mustaphi
I never thought that someday I would have
enough memories to write about a very
special part of my life – my career in dance!
I am Rita Mitra Mustaphi, though “Mustaphi”
creates the misconception that I am a person
of Hindu-Muslim fusion. Mustaphi was an
adopted name; a title offered to my husband,
Kalyan’s family by, believe it or not, an
emperor as a thank-you for their outstanding
financial services. The family is honoring that
legacy, I guess! I am a tea addict, a foodie who
loves to cook (when the mood kicks in), and a
multi-tasker with gardening as my
indulgence. My go-to gemstone? I don’t have
one yet….
I am Kolkata-born Bengali woman. For the last
48 years, I have been living in the U.S. with my
loving, caring and supportive husband Kalyan.
Our gorgeous daughters, Raka and Rai, share all of those traits. They are women of strength and purpose, who are now
working in great places and raising their adorable families!
My journey into dance began when I had rickets in childhood, which softened and weakened my bones. My doctor suggested
exercise as part of my treatment, and when my father noticed me prancing around as all children do, a teacher started coming
to our home to teach me dance! That was my daily exercise – but in a very creative form! Alongside my academic studies, I
had opportunities to learn various performing arts, such as classical dance, vocal music and sitar playing – all because of my
father's vision and ambition!
In addition to this regime, I always looked forward to spending my summer vacation in the village of Burdwan, where a joint
family of 30+ members taught me many virtues of life, including compassion, vulnerability and the valuable trait of sharing
and caring for others! Soaking in nature, waking up to the tolling of distant cowbells, rooster calls and a cacophony of voices;
prancing around the mango groves with cousins on a hot summer afternoon, swimming in ponds and rivers; singing, dancing
and playing – what grand inspirations for my creative mind!
In 1970, I immigrated to the U.S. to join Kalyan, who had arrived the previous year. With wide eyes, I observed, learned,
appreciated and avoided danger. When I first arrived, we lived in New Jersey and then in Minnesota. I began my career here
by briefly working in hospitals, but I hated every minute of it. With the encouragement of Kalyan and my soft-spoken,
extremely knowledgeable mother-in-law, I began to pursue my career as a dancer and choreographer!
Back then, there were only a handful of Indians in our community. While we were raising our children, several of us parents
felt the need to teach Indian arts and culture to our own kids and those in our community. Thus, the five of us mothers
founded what is today known as SILC School in 1979!
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When I first immigrated, I also started performing Kathak dance in New York and Minnesota. This was before the Bengali
Association was founded, but through our Bengali Community and in support of the India Club I organized, worked with
talented Bengali, non-Bengali and non-Indian artists and art lovers to perform Rabindra Nath Thakur’s dance dramas –
Shyama, Shap Mochon and Tasher Desh. These productions had large casts and live music and were performed at the
Northrop auditorium at the University of Minnesota. Later on, when a few of us Bengalis founded The Bengali Association of
Minnesota (BAM), I became very active in teaching dance to our friends and their children and performed regularly at various
occasions. Many friendships blossomed at that time that still are strong among us. Art brings communities together.
In 1978, in response to demands from the local Asian Indian community, I began teaching in the Twin Cities. It was in 1987
that I realized my dream by founding a professional company and school of Kathak dance – Katha Dance Theatre (KDT). As
with any endeavor, it took a tremendous amount of energy and drive to create something from nothing. In the U.S., I was
exposed to a much wider field of dance styles. I was fascinated, challenged and felt a strong desire to go back to North India
to study Kathak dance more in-depth. I made several long-term trips to New Delhi, India to study under the guidance of living
legend Pandit Birju Maharaj.
This was a period of immense stylistic exploration and maturation for me. Maharaj-ji taught me to love dance as though it
were human and to feel its all-encompassing beauty. Since then, I have constantly craved new movement experiences and
opportunities to develop my skills and enhance the stories that I feel so passionate about. Dance is a place for investigation,
experimentation, struggle, desire, taking risks, falling, and rising!
During that time, KDT was crucial in helping me develop my skill as a dancer and choreographer, as well as in receiving a trialby-fire education in survival as a small non-profit arts organization. My need to create work was perfectly matched with the
community’s need for it, and is still going strong. Asian Indians have enriched Minnesota both culturally and professionally
since they started immigrating to the state in large numbers during the early 1970s, and my work through KDT successfully
built upon that legacy, re-contextualizing Indian traditions within contemporary American culture. KDT not only creates
opportunities to celebrate the Indian experience, it brings people from diverse cultures together, finding new audiences and
collaborations both within the Indian art community and with the community at large. Quite happily, I use my artistic skills
to establish KDT on the national and international map through performances, teaching and outreach programs.
“Art brings communities together.”
I have received three McKnight Fellowships for choreography as well as a Dance Fellowship from Minnesota State Arts Board.
Today, I feel very fortunate to have had the experience of cultivating relationships with many artists who have taught me,
made my work better, and helped create KDT’s body of work. As we mark our 32nd anniversary, I am fully aware of how
exceptional it is to have an ongoing history with so many musicians, dancers, actors, and designers. Developing new projects,
cultivating innovative and meaningful collaborations, experimenting and building a reputation for my work have all helped
me learn and grow.
With a career spanning over three decades, a lifetime commitment to Kathak dance, over 500 performances, over 60 original
choreographic works, through teaching more than 25,000 children, youth and adults, I have created a body of work that
combines the traditional elements of Kathak with contemporary themes and draws inspiration from artistic collaborations
and other cultures. I have cherished events such as my performance as a company dancer of Pandit Birju Maharaj at India’s
50th anniversary celebration in New York’s Carnegie Hall; several performances at the International Kathak Dance Festival,
New Delhi, India; and my presentation of Karna - The Abandoned Hero with music by renowned vocalist JD Steele at the
Khajuraho Dance Festival!
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Today, I strive to choreograph works that provoke feeling, stimulate the senses and activate the mind. My choreographic
inspiration comes from many sources, such as images from nature, poems or stories, works of visual art like paintings or
sculptures, pieces of music, as well as the desire to communicate through movements and the simple joy of dancing!
This is a behind-the-curtains look at my world of classical dance, Kathak, from a self-effacing perspective. From the heartpounding moments waiting in the wings before a performance to appearing on TPT’s Minnesota Original, it has been moving
and revelatory! Along the way, I have learned one of life’s biggest lessons: that I am a capable woman, stronger than I realize
and often believe! I can do anything I set my mind to achieving with patience and a positive mindset.
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UNITARIANISM IN RAM MOHAN ROY’S THOUGHT
By Smarajit Mitra
Unitarianism is a Christian theology that believes in one
God, as opposed to the more common belief through most
other Christian traditions in which God is viewed as Trinity
in the form of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit
[Tarrant, 2016 and Cooke 2017]. Though it has primarily
evolved from the Protestant Movement, there is much
debate, because of its Nontrinitarian dogma, about whether
it is truly a part of Protestantism. The Unitarian beliefs
developed independently through the 16th -18th century in
England, Wales, Poland, Transylvania and the U.S., but
found common ground through exchange of ideas.
Unitarian Universalism, on the other hand, has American
roots that go back only a half-century, professes no creed
but the “shared search for spiritual growth” and crosses all
religious boundaries.
Monotheism is not a modern concept in Hinduism. Perhaps
not limited to the concept of divinity, the attribution of a
supreme unifier of the universe in the concept of the
Brahman is buried in the Vedic texts from which many of
the theological traditions of the Hindus emerge. Though it is
not resolved if Brahman is a non-theistic concept, the
philosophical underpinnings of Advaita Vedanta also ties
the self (Atman) to this reality (Brahman). Therein lies the
clear distinction between the traditional western Unitarian
view and the Vedantic concept, where the duality
disappears in the latter.
To Raja Ram Mohan Roy, this conflict was of less concern
than that existed between the polytheistic, ritual-laden, idol
worship of a subjugated nation and the liberating view of a
Universal God. His encyclopedic mind voraciously digested
western thought and philosophy and he was considered a
Benthamite [Atkinson 2018 and Burton 2018]. The
Trinitarians still had an influence on his theological views

and it is important to remember that his views were set by
Perso-Arabic philosophy, Advaita monism and Unitarianism
in that order, both chronologically and emphatically.
Nevertheless, his affinity for Unitarianism was noticed in the
West and Reverend Henry Ware, Unitarian minister of
Harvard College asked him in 1823 if Indians should be
converted to Christianity. Ram Mohan’s reply is worthy of
note. He cited the Scriptures to emphasize that all Godfearing people that acted righteously was accepted by Him,
“in whatever form of worship he may have been taught to
glorify God” [Nag & Burman*, 1946]. In India, he engaged
with many Christian denominations, particularly the
Baptists of Serampore, but, according to Crawford, he
“welcomed Unitarianism” because it deemphasized
“doctrinal peculiarities so that pure theism is allowed to
stand out” [Crawford, 1987]. Unhappy with the Bengali
translations of the gospels by the Baptist missionary Dr.
William Carey and the indigo-cultivator John Ellerton, Ram
Mohan set out with his own translation with the help of
Baptists William Yates and Reverend William Adam. Yates
was so overwhelmed by Ram Mohan’s intellect and
persuasion that he quit lest he be converted. Adam adopted
Unitarian views, rejected Trinitarian Christianity and the
missionary community in India “went into a state of shock”.
Adam and Roy went on to form the Calcutta Unitarian
Committee in September, 1821 and Roy severed his ties
with the missionaries. He remained a prophet-at-large of
Christian Unitarianism until in 1828, he established the
Brahmo Sabha with Debendranath Tagore. Crawford called
this theistic movement “born out of the ashes of the
Unitarian Church”. As to the germination of the idea of the
Samaj, one should look at Roy’s exchange with Tarachand
Chakravarti and Chandrashekhar Dev, who asked for a place
of worship for the Hindus [Parekh, 1927]. Adam may have
also supported and helped fund this effort through the
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intermediacy of a Hindu Unitarian Association based on
Vedic teachings [Collet, 1962].
Roy’s attraction for Unitarianism emanated from
concordance on several fronts. First, theologically, he found
accord between Vedic and Islamic traditions and
Unitarianism in extending “benevolence to man as the
highest service to God” [Collet 1962 and Nag & Burman**
1946]. Second, he concurred with the Unitarians that
following the Precepts of Jesus is the highest service to God.
Third, he trusted the Unitarian missionaries to educate
Indian children without indoctrinating them. Fourth,
Unitarians had exemplified a way to create a “community of
believers” that Vedic religion had failed to do. What lacked
with Roy’s Unitarian church was “indigenization” of the
theology; this led to its closure in 1823 and Roy moved on
to taking the essence of Unitarianism and ‘Indianizing’ it
NOTES










through the creation of Brahmo Sabha. Ten years after his
death, Debendranath Tagore merged his Tattwabodhini
Sabha with the Brahmo Sabha to establish the Brahmo
Samaj.
The Unitarian movement spread in India, primarily in the hill
tribes like the Khasis and in the south, starting in Chennai.
Several famous Indian leaders were influenced by its
teachings;
the
Thoreau-Emerson
school
of
Transcendentalists owed their roots to Unitarianism and
Gandhi shared some of his views with them. Tagore, in his
trips abroad, was often hosted by local Unitarians and some
of his lectures in Urbana, hosted by the Unitarian club,
became the basis of his famous Harvard Lectures, to be
published in amended form, as Sadhana: The Realisation of
Life.
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Death Valley National Park … Is it for real?
By Anindya Roy Choudhury
If you are a fan of beautiful snow-clad mountains, lush green
nature and clear water lakes waiting to be photographed,
then the Death Valley National park is not for you. Instead if
you want to see the wilderness of nature, varied
landscape, desolate sand dunes and experience rough and
rugged nature, you will have to visit this unique place on earth
which was declared as a National Park in the year 1994. It
stretches across the states of Nevada and California in the
United States of America. This park is the hottest, lowest and
driest national park in the country. However, that won’t stop
you from enjoying this vast land which has a different kind of
geography
in
literally
every
corner
of
it.

sculpted the land with protruding formations, which from a
distance looks like a vast area of rugged rocks, which are
actually salt formations.
From this point onward you will feel that you are in an
unworldly place, which you have not seen anywhere else on
the beautiful Earth.
Our next destination was Badwater Basin which is about 10
miles from the Devil’s Golf Course. This is officially the lowest
point in North America which is about 282 feet or 86 meters
below sea level. There is a trail on which you can walk and be
in the middle of ‘nothing’. Here you would look all over and
find yourself in the middle of the basin, which was once a lake
and now all dried up. The mountains just in front of the basin
mark the sea level and you can observe how far below the
sea level you are.

From the lowest point of the basin the next destination was
the sand dunes, the Mesquite Flat Sand Dunes, which is about
37 miles north. The sand dunes are like the ripples and curves
in a desert seen in the movies and the pictures. In spite of
being flat sand dunes, the place is beautiful. The sand dunes
spread across the horizon. You can walk over the sand dunes,
take some beautiful photographs and experience a different
If you are driving from Las Vegas you will have to enter the manifestation of Mother Nature.
park through the East entrance. We entered the park through
this entrance and traveled northwest taking the California
Highway 190. Our first stop was the Zabriskie point. From this
view point you will get a look at the eroding undulating
landscape which was created by the volcanic eruptions about
3 to 5 million years back. The different colors of the
mountains in front are a feast for the eyes.
Next we started toward the Devil’s Golf Course. The strange
name comes from the fact that the portion of this land is so
rough that only the Devil can play golf over here.
At some point of time about 2000 to 3000 years back, there
was a lake which dried up and left behind a huge area of salt
bed. Over the years wind and other external factors have
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Our next and last stop was Dante’s View. The view point is about 5000 feet above sea level. From which you get a great
panoramic view of the park. The sunset from the view point was mesmerizing and provided us a memory which would stay
with us for the rest of our lives
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Some memories of life in the Indian Navy
Pradip Kar, Commander, Indian Navy (Retd)
Preface.
Officer training for the Indian Armed Forces commences with the selection of candidates for the National Defense Academy
(NDA) in Khadakvasla (near Pune). After selection, officer cadets from all 3 branches (Army, Navy and the Air Force) undergo
training at this facility for 3 years in various academic and military subjects. After graduation from the NDA, cadets join their
individual services and are trained further in specialized subjects. Officer Cadets who join the Navy report to a training ship
for six months. After graduating from the training ship, they become Midshipmen to start their careers in the Navy. This
chronicle describes a few experiences of my time as a cadet on board Indian Naval Ship (INS) Kistna, then a training ship.
The National Defense Academy (NDA) passing out parade and
the functions associated with it were a high point of our
budding military careers. There were multiple rehearsals, the
spit and polish of the preparations, a colorful crowd of
spectators, and our proud 17th course was ready to march out
of the parade ground to the tune of ‘Auld Lang Syne’ for the
last time and join our respective services. Little did we know
that within a month we were going to be lowlifes again with
a vengeance!

Gentleman Cadets! What we did not know was that these
next 6 months would be very eventful and exciting for us;
including our first trip abroad, to several countries in the
Persian Gulf.

We then got acquainted with our training officer Lt. T.N.
Singhal. Now Lt. Singhal was a colorful character, thickset and
fair complexioned, with a carefully trimmed goatee that he
liked to stroke while he talked patronizingly to cadets. He
exuded an air of being tough on cadets and was rumored to
have stated that he “ate cadets for breakfast” to an earlier
After getting outfitted with Naval Uniforms at FX Fernandez, class!
tailors, in Bombay, the 21 naval officer cadets were ordered
to report to the cadets’ training ship I.N.S. Kistna in Lt. Singhal saw our reaction to the chest flats on our faces and
Vishakhapatnam in January of 1960. We carried our had a few words of wisdom. He said that we had a classroom
above decks and an open air deck above the classroom both
belongings in a kit bag, saluted on the gangway and went
of which we could use for sleeping. He also consoled us by
aboard to our first shock! All 21 of us were accommodated in saying that we won’t have much time for sleeping anyway
a compartment called the chest flats. The chest flats had 3 because we would be working and receiving training! He
bunk beds, all in a row. It also had a table with a white Formica made us feel even better by saying that now that the ship had
top running the length of the compartment, a bench on each 21 cadets, 70 sailors had left the ship, whose duties we would
side of the table and a number of lockers along one side of the be performing! Duties included cleaning decks and other
parts of the ship, loading and firing the ships gun, steering the
compartment to keep our clothes in. The compartment was
ship, manning the ship’s boats, lookouts, watch keeping on
below decks but had 3 scuttles (or portholes) through which
the bridge and in the engine room, keeping track of the ship’s
we got some fresh air. After living in individual cabins for 3 position using our navigation skills, taking sun and star sights,
years at the NDA, this was a huge comedown. This was going raising and lowering the anchors and a zillion other duties. Lt.
to be our home for the next six months! We were really Singhal’s main job was making sure that we got no rest or
envious of our army course-mates, who, we knew, were going sleep.
to the Indian Military Academy (IMA) in Dehra Dun as
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On that first day on board INS Kistna, Lt. Singhal informed us that the ship would be sailing immediately. The 4 hour ‘raise
steam’ notice had been given by the Captain, Commander Swaraj Prakash to the engineer officer, Lieutenant Thadani. Then
he left and we got busy settling in. Here are 3 vignettes from our life on board I.N.S Kistna where we worked (and believe it
or not), had fun for 6 months.

2nd World War era photo of His Majesty’s Indian Ship (HMIS) Kistna. (Later INS Kistna). HMIS Kistna saw extensive action
during the war. The aft gun was removed in 1956 to make room for a cadets’ classroom. Photo Crown Copyright expired
in 1995.
Cadet Nandi goes to sea
Cadet Partha Pratim Nandi (later Rear Admiral P.P. Nandi,
Chief Hydrographer) was going to have his first experience of
being at sea in a small frigate, like the rest of us. All of us were
a little apprehensive, anticipating sea sickness. As Kistna left
Vishakhapatnam harbor, we increased speed to 16 knots and
pitched into a freshening north-east breeze, heading east. The
swaying motion of the ship was new to us land lubbers and
we got a few knowing looks from the experienced hands on
board. Within a few minutes we found out that being above
decks in fresh air was better for the nauseous feeling we were
all experiencing. Cadet A.K. Samant was the lone exception.
He claimed that the motion of the sea always made him feel
hungrier!

Kistna’s first mission was to escort a small sailing cutter
(named Kalapani) that was attempting to sail from Madras to
the Andaman Islands. The cutter had sailed that morning and
we were on course to intercept. We were to keep radar
contact with Kalapani, but stay out of sight. The mission was
expected to take some 10 days at sea during which cadets
were to receive training in Navigation, Seamanship and a host
of other disciplines.
As night fell that evening, I went below to take a shower and
change. This made me feel a little better but I decided to skip
dinner because I was feeling distinctly queasy. When I reemerged on the upper deck near the classroom, I could see
that most of my course mates were feeling sick but putting on
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a brave face. There was one exception – Cadet Nandi was
nowhere to be found! Despite our condition we decided to
search the ship and we looked high and low but we could not
find him. Finally, Cadet Samant, who was looking fresh as a
daisy after having had an enormous dinner, announced that
Nandi was extremely unwell and had been admitted to the
sick bay. Now the sick bay was below deck, so not a very
desirable location as far as I was concerned. Yet Nandi was a
friend and schoolmate so I decided to go and see how he was
doing.

could hear Nandi talking to himself. The P.O. SBA told me that
Cadet Nandi had been and continued to be violently sea sick.
He had tried several remedies but Nandi just could not keep
anything down. I sat near him and tried to suggest a trip to
the upper deck for fresh air but I was not getting through.
Nandi said, “I am dying Pradip – why doesn’t God take me
right now, instead of letting me suffer like this”. Alarmed, I sat
on his bed and took his head in my lap and tried to comfort
him, my own sea sickness was all but forgotten! Nandi spoke
to me incoherently, sometimes in Bengali and sometimes in
English and we spent an hour or two like that until he finally
The sick bay was well lit (unlike the rest of the ship, which was fell asleep.
lit with red lights to preserve night vision) and everything was
neat and in place; including all the medical supplies and Later during the trip when Nandi felt better, he did manage
instruments, the examination table, decontamination station to pull on and do his myriad duties on board. However, in all
and the sink. The Petty Officer SBA (sick berth attendant) gave my 20 years in the Navy I did not come across another officer
me a smile and pointed to one of the two beds. There was a or sailor as sick as Nandi was that first night, we, the 17th
low moan arising from that direction and as I approached, I course went to sea.

Cadet O.P. Vaid Learns the Morse code
As I mentioned earlier, one of the many duties the cadets had
to perform on board INS Kistna was the duties of the boats’
crew. Kistna had 2 power boats: a fast Motor Boat that was
reserved for the Captain and his personal guests; and a (slow)
motor cutter that served the rest of the ship’s company.
When the ship was at anchor (and during our training period
the ship was at anchor a lot) the motor cutter would ferry the
ship’s crew back and forth between the ship and shore. There
was a published routine for the motor cutter so that you could
go ashore by the 1900 (7 PM) boat and come aboard by the
2200 (10 PM) boat. Of course, as trainees, our trips ashore
were severely limited!

moored either on a boom amidships or on a smaller boom
astern of the ship. The duties of hoisting and lowering the
boats, rigging the booms, securing and un-securing the boats
to the boom were all carried out by the boats’ crew, with what
help that was provided, on orders from the Executive Officer
(XO), Lieutenant Commander (LCDR) Mahendra Nath Mulla
(Later Capt. MN Mulla, Commanding officer of INS Khukri
during the 1971 war with Pakistan. The Khukri was torpedoed
by a Pakistani submarine and sank. Capt. Mulla opted to go
down with his ship). The boats’ crew of course also drove the
boats to and from shore as per the boat’s routine. When the
order “Away motor cutter” was piped over the ship’s
intercom by the duty cadet quartermaster, the boats crew
When the ship was at sea, both the fast motor boat and the had to scramble from the ship onto the boom and into the
cutter were up on the main deck, hoisted from the water by boat, and drive it over alongside the ship’s gangway, a ladder
davits and stowed. After the ship entered harbor and down which the passengers would climb down into the boat.
anchored, one or both boats were lowered to the water and
The boats crew consisted of 4 people.
1.

A ‘fore sheets man’ stationed in the forward part of the boat whose duties were to secure any ropes thrown from
the ship (or shore) when the boat came alongside, and make sure that the boat did not hit the ship (or shore). For
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2.
3.

4.

this, he was armed with a boathook which hooked on the ship or shore when required or push off to prevent the
boat from hitting the ship or shore.
A ‘stern sheets man’ whose duties were identical to the fore sheets man but who was stationed at the stern of the
boat.
An engine driver whose duties were to start and run the boat engine on command of the coxswain. As oral
commands were hard to hear, the commands were provided by whistle. A single pip on the whistle was the
command to idle the engine; slow ahead was 4 pips (in two groups of two); full ahead was 2 pips; and 3 pips were
to go astern on the engine. As you can imagine it took us a while to learn, and there were a few close shaves when
the boat came at full speed towards the ship and 3 pips were misinterpreted!
A coxswain who was in charge of the boat, had the helm and provided commands to the rest of the crew. A fully
trained sailor was the nominal coxswain because a resource as valuable as the boat could not be assigned to a green
cadet. However, under the supervision of the sailor, cadets learned to handle the boat and within days cadets were
handling both the cutter and the Fast Motor Boat (now that was a thrill!) expertly!

The first boats crew appointed on board the Kistna was
Cadets D.K. Bahadur, O.P. Vaid and P.C. Kar, under the
supervision of a Leading Seaman whose face, even after so
many years I recall clearly but unfortunately, I do not
remember his name. For this story I will call him Leading
Seaman Singh. Within a few days a bond had developed
between him and us, where the cleanliness and efficiency of
the boat (such as the time taken to bring the boat alongside
after the “Away motor cutter” pipe) was such that he was
truly proud. Clearly, leading seaman Singh’s boat with us as
crew was doing well in the X. O’s eyes! Leading Seaman Singh
even felt protective towards us.

gathered, in 2 ranks. After we joined our course mates on the
quarterdeck, we quickly learned that our training officer was
really angry because someone had left one of the scuttles
open in the cadets’ classroom. “Who un-darkened the dark
ship?” boomed his question, and of course no one owned up.
After a while Lt. Singhal decided on a 2 hour “shell drill” as
punishment. Shell drill consisted of lifting a dummy 4 inch
(about 100 mm) shell from the ship’s main gun on your
shoulder and running around the quarterdeck. Now, unlike
shells of army artillery, the Navy gun shells had one-piece
ammunition, where the cartridge case was brass and attached
to the shell. The damn thing was extremely heavy (about 50
lbs) because the cartridge case was filled with material so that
On 26 Jan 1960 INS Kistna was anchored in Port Blair harbor the dummy shell weighed exactly the same as a live shell.
after completing the Kalapani mission and at night the ship After several minutes, many of us were struggling and the
was dressed overall for Republic Day. Unfortunately for the famous saying “Who un-blackened the black ship?” was born.
17th Course, Republic Day was not going well. Dressing overall
meant rigging many flags on a halyard from the bow of the Leading seaman Singh saw what was going on and decided to
ship to the main mast and from the main mast to the stern. intervene on behalf of his crew. He went and told the duty
At night the flags were replaced by lights and from shore INS officer (OOD) (who was supervising the punishment in Lt.
Kistna looked spectacular at night with all those extra lights. Singhal’s absence) that he required the boats crew to
In order for the lights to look really outstanding the rest of the immediately report to the boat because some essential work
ship had to be darkened so every scuttle (porthole) on the on the boat needed to be completed before the next trip
ship had to be closed. We had received special instructions ashore, when the XO, who had gone ashore, was scheduled
from Lt. Singhal that the class room and chest flats were our to come aboard.
responsibility. We had to ensure that no lights showed from
The OOD did not suspect anything and approved. Cadets
those compartments after dark.
Bahadur, Vaid and Kar returned our shells and went and sat
I distinctly remember when shortly after dark we, the boats’ in the motor cutter. There was, of course, no work to be done.
crew returned from a trip ashore, Lt. Singhal was pacing the Leading seaman Singh did not approve of the punishment and
quarterdeck in front of the rest of our course, who had all he was sheltering whoever he could! He never did let on but
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we suspected that leading seaman Singh got into pretty hot the foresheets man, had the added duty of looking out for any
water with Lt. Singhal when he figured out what happened. signals from the ship. After a while Vaid warned us that the
ship was trying to contact us and started reading off the
While at sea and at anchor we had been learning signaling Morse code. Vaid said, “TANGO, TANGO, TANGO” several
including semaphore (with flags) as well as the Morse code in times before we all started laughing. INS Kistna had swung
the classroom. When the boat was away from the ship and around at anchor and come directly in front of the Port Bair
the OOD wanted to tell us something such as wait an extra 15 lighthouse, and the flashing light of the lighthouse was
minutes before returning, he would signal to us at night with sending this message to Cadet Vaid. Needless to say the letter
the ship’s Aldis lantern, using the Morse code. The night after T or TANGO is represented by a single dash or ‘dah’ in the
the eventful Republic day, the motor cutter had taken ‘liberty Morse code and cadet Vaid was right. From that day on Cadet
men’ (sailors who had been given shore leave) ashore and was Vaid was known (in addition to him being lovingly called
tied up to the jetty at the Navy pier in Port Blair. Cadet Vaid, OPdopey) as ‘TANGO TANGO’ Vaid.
Cadet Bahadur and “Sea B**@%** Phir Rough Ho Gaya”
The wheelhouse can be called the nerve center of a warship
at sea. It is usually located directly below the bridge. It is a
tangle of voice pipes, cables, engine telegraphs, compass
repeaters, sound powered telephones and all kinds of bells
and alarms. Dominating the compartment is a vertical wheel
made of wood with multiple spokes covered in brass. The
floor is covered in wooden gratings to ensure that the person
at the wheel is at the correct height to operate the wheel and
has good secure footing. The ship is steered and controlled
from here.
The voice pipes convey steering and engine orders from the
Officer of the Watch (OOW) or the captain on the bridge to
the quartermaster, who is at the wheel. Verbal engine orders
from the bridge are conveyed to the engine room from the
wheelhouse by an engine telegraph, a big dial with markings
such as slow ahead, full ahead, slow astern, full astern and
stop. On receiving an engine order from the bridge, such as
“slow ahead both” the quartermaster would repeat “slow
ahead both” to acknowledge the order and set the engine
telegraph for each of the two engines to the “slow ahead”
setting. This would ring a bell in the engine room and the
engine telegraph dial in the engine room would show “slow
ahead” for each engine. The Engine Room Artificer (ERA) of
the watch would acknowledge the order by setting his
controls on both telegraphs to slow ahead and the
quartermaster would see that the engine room has
acknowledged the order. He would then report to the bridge,
“Both engines reported slow ahead sir”.

Steering orders from the bridge would also come over the
voice pipe. An order such as “Starboard Ten” would be
acknowledged by the quartermaster by repeating “Starboard
Ten”. He would then turn the wheel to starboard until the
steering indicator showed starboard ten. He would then
report “Ten of starboard wheel on sir”. The ship would turn
to starboard until the order “Wheel amidships” was received
from the bridge. The above sequence would then be repeated
and the ship would proceed on the new course. Additional
orders such as “maintain course 270” would order the
quartermaster to steer a specific course.
As can be imagined, when a ship enters or leaves harbor, it
operates in confined quarters. Wind and tide can make things
worse. Both wheel and engine orders are sent from the bridge
in rapid succession and there is some chance of running
aground if the orders are not quickly and accurately followed.
Accordingly, the commanding officer always wanted his chief
quartermaster, who was an experienced sailor and adept at
the job, at the wheel whenever the ship operated close to
shore. At other times, such as during a passage at night in the
open sea, it was OK for others to be at the wheel and all
cadets were required to take their turn at the wheel as the
quartermaster, according to the roster prepared by the
Training Officer. Because the ship is constantly in motion, and
rolling and pitching; it often deviates from the course that is
being steered. The quartermaster has therefore to be alert
and actively operate the wheel to keep the ship on course. A
four hour middle watch (from midnight to 0400) can be both
tedious and tiring especially if the sea is rough.
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A word or two about I.N.S. Kistna’s chief quartermaster is in
order. The chief quartermaster, who I will call Petty Officer
(P.O) Mongia, was a very interesting character and colorful
Punjabi swear words would flow from his mouth as the
Ganges flows in Haridwar. He also took his duties seriously
and often slept on the floor of the wheelhouse at night even
when he was not on duty. When he was asleep in the
wheelhouse, he was known to wake up suddenly, complain
about the weather using colorful foul language, and go back
to sleep.

Cadet Bahadur got his chance for revenge within a few days.
The ship visited many ports in the Persian Gulf including
Bahrain and Kuwait, and ended up in Basra. After several very
interesting days in port, we started our return journey. The
port of Basra is in Iraq and is reached after traversing about
100 miles up the river Shat-al-Arab or Euphrates-Tigris. It is a
narrow river that requires accurate ship handling and the
Captain ordered the chief quartermaster to man the wheel
during the entire 8-10 hours that was required for the ship to
reach the Persian Gulf from Basra.

One night in March 1960, during a long passage from Bombay
to the Persian Gulf, the sea was pretty rough in the Arabian
Sea. Cadet Bahadur was scheduled as quartermaster for the
middle watch and not at all happy about it. He was sea sick
and had thrown up a couple of times already. He knew that
once he was at the wheel, he could not leave even to throw
up during the 4 hours of his watch. Reluctantly he reported
for duty with a bucket in case he needed it. As usual, the Chief
Quartermaster was asleep in the wheelhouse as Cadet
Bahadur took over the wheel. A half hour passed while the
Chief Quartermaster snored and Bahadur steered the ship.
Suddenly P.O Mongia woke up, stretched himself, and looked
at Bahadur, who was miserable. He ignored Bahadur,
pronounced “Sea B**@%** phir rough ho gaya”, and
promptly lay down to go back to sleep. I think Bahadur was
hoping that P.O. Mongia will take over the wheel while he
relieved himself overboard. He had no such luck. During the
course of the next several hours, while Bahadur remained at
the wheel, P.O Mongia repeated this performance multiple
times to the great annoyance of Bahadur. When Bahadur told
us this story next day in the chest flats, we agreed that the
performance was deliberate and we as a course needed to do
something.

Cadet Bahadur got word that the chief quartermaster was
going to be at the wheel that whole night on our passage
through the Shat-al-Arab. He promptly moved his bed roll
from the chest flats to the wheel house and after pretending
to stretch and yawn several times, lay down and started
snoring. After about 20 minutes of pretending to sleep,
Bahadur woke up, stretched, looked outside, and
pronounced, “Sea B**@%** phir rough ho gaya” gleefully.
Needless to say, the ship was in a river, which was flat calm.
Bahadur repeated this performance several times, noting
with satisfaction the reaction on P.O Mongia’s face.
Cadet Bahadur’s wonderful sense of humor and joyful nature
always kept us entertained during the 6 months we spent on
the training ship. When we joined the ship in January, we had
been somewhat dejected, but when we were ready to leave,
we were sad. There were so many memorable incidents,
many involving cadet Bahadur, who was an inspiration to us
all. We had a graduation ceremony on board and became
proud midshipmen on the threshold of our navy careers, but
we all carried cherished memories of our shared joys and
miseries on board I.N.S. Kistna
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THREE WEEKS IN ETHIOPIA
A TRIP WITH ENGINEERS WITHOUT BORDERS
By SNEHA SINHA

During my first year at the University of
Minnesota, I became involved with an
organization called Engineers without
Borders
-specifically
in
the
organization’s
Ethiopia
project.
Throughout the year, we focused on
designing
and
planning
water
distribution systems in the community
of Filakit Geragera, Ethiopia, made up of
about 500 people split evenly between
the community’s monastery and the
outlying community. This past May, I
had the incredible opportunity of
traveling with a team of five other
undergraduate engineering students
and two mentors to the community to
complete the second implementation
trip for our project. During our three
weeks in the community, we installed a
pipeline from the Braqua spring, located
at the bottom of a steep hill in the
community, to a main field, located at
the top of the same hill, 200 meters in
elevation; we prepared for the
installation of a solar pump at the
Braqua spring; we repaired a reservoir

that will be used for a planned drip water; b) improve the health of the
irrigation system in the aforementioned
main field; and we completed a second
iteration of a prototype for a solar injera
cooker (injera is the bread that is
generally eaten at every meal). In all of
our projects, we had help from members

of the community. The community
members’ expertise and knowledge of
the community and the terrain is vital to
the success of all of our work; it truly is a
partnership. These completed items fit
into our project’s broader goals to: a)
provide the community and the
monastery with easier access to clean

overall community through easy access
to clean water, improved cooking
practices, and sustainable farming; c)
provide the community members with
the resources to further improve their
lives after the project partnership is
complete. We spent our free time
getting closer to the members of the
community, especially the kids! There
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was never a minute where we were
alone; whenever we were walking,
cutting wood or metal, pouring
concrete, or even just sitting on the
steps of the house we were staying in,
we were joined by kids from the
community. From them, we learned
how to count in Amharic (the language

spoken in that region of Ethiopia) and
how to play different games, and we
taught them English songs, dances, and
even American football. The trip overall
was successful not just because of the
work we completed, but also due to the
relationships we forged. Each moment,
however frustrating or exciting, meant

so much more because of the people
surrounding
us
through
every
experience. In the coming years, as I
continue working with the organization
and help continue to design and
implement additional systems, I will fully
understand the meaningfulness behind
my work.
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A Trip to Universal Studios
Subhangee Das
I went to the Universal Studios in Los Angeles and had so
much fun there. Let me tell you a little bit about my time in
the Universal Studios. When we entered the Universal, we
had to pay for parking. We parked our car in Frankenstein
parking lot.
We finally got into the Universal! We first went to the ride
called Studio Tour. It shows all the sets of some famous
movies, how they were filmed and what happened during
filming. For example, in the movie Jaws the shark kept sinking
the Studio Tour also has a 360-degree 3-D version of King
Kong, where King Kong battles a dinosaur and the dinosaur
pulls the audience down into a crack in the earth! Even though
we were just sitting on our seats, everybody started
screaming. Then it brought everyone into one of the stages
that they film in! Then the ground started to shake and then
a train broke through the roof and lit a fire. There were sparks
everywhere, the ground was sinking and a flood came onto
the stage! After that we came out of the stage and saw the
shark from Jaws biting someone. Blood was filling the water
and making the water red! Then we moved on to a show
called Fast and Furious. First, we got a warning about the guys
from Fast and Furious. They told us to turn off all electronic
devices because a single flash could give them away. Then we
went to a place where there was a party going on. Then
someone pushed them away. He was probably from the FBI.
Someone from the crew of Fast and Furious barged in and said
“stand back ladies”. The guy from the FBI held up a small gun,
but then the guy from Fast and Furious held up a giant rifle!
Then the rest of the crew popped up in the middle of the stage
and the guy from the FBI got scared and ran away. Then the
phone of one of the guys from Fast and Furious rang. He put
it away quickly but still the girl from Fast and Furious said,
“You didn’t turn your phone off.” Then they went down
underneath the stage. Then we went to a 3-D show with ridealong trucks, cars, and even helicopters. They were shooting
other cars, jumping from helicopters and the cars were even
hitting us. That was when the Studio Tour ended.

auditorium. It was amazingly huge. They showed us behindthe-scene cutting-edge technologies. They also
showed us how the fighting and flipping happen. Even though
they use so much editing and technology, they still keep some
things real, like fire. They set a man with normal clothes on
fire for 16 seconds! They also showed the filming of
characters like the walking teddy bears. They do it by putting
a suit on the person and editing it so that the joints are seen
and transform the body into a teddy bear. It was so much fun.
When we got out of
the show, we saw
on a board that
Jurassic Park ride
finally opened! Well
so did everyone
else. So, everybody
started rushing to
the ride since it
opened the day
before we came!
We finally got into
the line but it was a
four hour wait! My
parents were pretty
scared
because
there was a large
drop. They started
searching on their
phones how big the
drop is. After a while
they found out that the drop was 84 feet tall and decided to
leave! I got so sad that we got out of the line.

Then we went to the Wizarding World of Harry Potter. It was
amazing. Here you go into the world of Harry Potter. In my
opinion the castle was the best. In the castle, we went on a
ride called Harry Potter and the Forbidden Journey. The ride
Then we saw the special effects show. There was a wait for was a 3-D simulator. It puts you in a cart that fits 4 people and
the special effects show too! After the wait we got into a huge it flies. The ride brings you underneath bridges through the
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castle. My mom and dad were scared the whole time but I
only got scared in one part. It was when they brought you into
a room full of tarantulas and spiders; one was probably bigger
than two full-grown men. The ride was so much fun (mostly
for me because my parents were terrified)!
After the ride we went to get butterbeer! The butterbeer
was so sweet and creamy, but it was also sort of bubbly. We
were roaming around for a little bit then we saw a huge
house that said Despicable Me Minion Mayhem. So, we
went in and there was a huge line. It took a long time but
we finally got there. They made us sit in seats in front of a
huge screen. Then the 3-D show started. It brought us into
a game with ups and downs and the seats were moving. It
also sucked us up into zero-gravity and almost got us killed
by two sharp balls with spikes.
After that we were so caught up in all the attractions we
forgot to eat! So, we went to a restaurant, being still in the
Universal, and had pizza and a salad. We were in a rush
because there was an amazing show called the Water World

and its last showing was in a couple of minutes. So, we ate
as quickly as we could and went to the Water World.
We made it to the Water World. When we got inside, we
went into the splash zone. It started with the people who
live on top of the water. Then a girl went out, found solid
dirt and gave it to the captain. There were other guys who
didn’t want them to get to a solid ground. They started to
close all the exits and got the good guys trapped. The people
from both sides fought, so did their captains and the first
mates. They kept fighting until only the captains and first
mates were left. Then one captain was after the girl because
only she knew where dry land was. Then she escaped by
going onto a zip line. The bad captain brought in a huge
plane which crashed into the water and lit up in flames.
Then the bad first mate died, one captain followed the other
captain and his first mate up to the top of the tower. That’s
when a giant toxic can burst open, poured into the water
and burst in flames, so they decided to throw him into the
fire.
I loved universal studios it was amazing!
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DARE
Dare
Most think of it as a bad thing,
But it can be good.
Dare to
Be strong,
To fight for what’s right,
To be compassionate,
Make mistakes,
Be selfless,
Stand your ground,
Think out of the box,
Enjoy every moment,
Remember that tomorrow is a new day,
Don’t quit.
DO IT
DARE!!

BEST FRIENDS
Best friends build their lives,
Centered around each other.
They say they know each other better….
Then a sister or a brother.
Friends can always laugh but,
Best friends can tell if it's true.
But the thing I like most,
Is they're always there for you.
Best friends are the ones you’ll cherish,
And when they’re gone, it's them you’ll desire.
Best friends don’t keep secrets,
Though they’ll always admire the other.
Some people say ‘You’ll forget your friends
But always remember your foe’.
Best friends, though, when they hear that,
Just smile, for they know something,
No one else will ever know.
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Sleepover
By Rimona Rakshit

Ding! Ding! The School bell rang. I packed my stuff and rushed
outside. Today is going to be an exciting day, I whispered! Today
is going to be my first ever sleepover at my best friend Kate’s
home. As I reached my friend’s house, I saw a big truck parked
outside her home. I was mildly surprised. I peeked inside and
saw similar to what the inside of a school bus would have looked
like but it also had a TV, and some activities setup, “what kind of
truck is this” I thought. As I was absorbed in my thoughts,
someone screamed “BOO!” I turned around and saw Kate.
“What is this? “It’s a game truck”, Kate replied, “come on let’s
explore inside”. When we were inside the game truck, Kate
turned on the TV and two figures (fictional) started dancing. She
explained the game rules and in no time all of us friends started
dancing together. We all played and danced together until we
were tired. And then it was food time! Kate’s mother served us
pizza, fruit punch and cake. Afterwards, we all went downstairs
to watch a movie and enjoyed along with some maple syrup
coated popcorns. By midnight, we changed into our pajamas and
started discussing our first ever sleepover. We woke up next
morning with blue berry pancakes on the breakfast table. Soon
the doorbell rang. It was my mom for pick up. I waved to Kate
and hopped into the car, “How was the sleepover… “mom asked,
and the answer was “COOL”! (with a big smile). “Can we do it
again next week!”
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My One Year Journey in Washington
By Tanisha Mandal
I have been a Minnesotan for twelve whole years of my life,
and I had never moved anywhere for that entire time. I’m
thirteen now, and moved to Seattle, Washington! Now, I
know most of you are thinking, “Ugh, it’s just another boring
story about somewhere not as cool as Minnesota!” (Pun
intended). But, remember, that is exactly the kind of mindset
I had when my mom was telling me about moving to Seattle.
Now, for those of you who have moved before, I’m sure you
understand the feeling of leaving everyone and everything
you know behind and moving to an alien planet. (Actually, it’s
not that drastic.
Anyway, the reason we moved was not for the usual causes:
getting a new job, an educational opportunity, better city, or
even for a better accommodation. No, we moved because my
mom needed a break from her job. My mom is a professor at
the University of Minnesota. Vocab time! Sabbatical: a
period of paid leave granted to a university teacher or other
worker for study or travel, traditionally one year for every
seven years worked. So, she took her sabbatical, and we
moved to Washington, partly because after my mom moved
to the U.S. from India, the place she went was Seattle. So, it
was like a trip down memory lane for her. The University of
Washington offered her a visiting professor’s position.
Now, focusing back on me, I lived in Bellevue which is close
to Seattle. We had a lot to do in one year, like explore all the
parks and places of Washington. Now, I know a year sounds
like a lot of time, but you also have to consider school, work,
and daycare! (My sister is four.) So, obviously no school days,
most weekends are busy, so that only leaves the summer to
do things. But I’m not cramping my fingers writing this so you
can read about how time-pressed we were to look at how
pretty Seattle is, I’m cramping my fingers so I can tell you how
pretty Seattle is. First, the skyline comes to mind. I don’t
know how much you have heard about Washington, but there
are a lot of these pretty cool attractions. I’ll get to most of
them later but the one you need to know about is called the
Space Needle. I know, it sounds like the title to a sci-fi movie
but I assure you; the Space Needle is much cooler than that.
(Maybe not as cool as the laser guns). The Space Needle is
over 600 feet high, known to withstand winds of 200 miles per

hour, and earthquakes of up to 9.0 on the Richter scale.
Pretty impressive, to say the least! Seattle has one of the
most impressive downtown areas I’ve ever seen, with so
many different buildings and corporate offices in it. At night,
all the buildings light up and so does the Space Needle. The
whole city is illuminated... It’s amazing! I could stare at it for
hours. (Especially, when you are at the top of the Space
Needle, you can see the whole downtown area right next to
you!) And this statement may seem out of context, but when
you take a ferry to Seattle from Bainbridge Island at night (I’ll
get to talking about Bainbridge later) you can see everything.
The Space Needle lights up, the Great Wheel lights up, and it’s
a beautiful mass of light. The Great Wheel is a Ferris wheel,
which is covered with over 500,000 LED lights). Another
place I want to briefly mention is a market called Pike Place.
Now, Pike Place is not your ordinary farmer’s market. Pike
Place has awesome varieties of handmade cheese, fresh fish,
and roasted corn! I’ve only been to Pike Place twice. Pike
Place is unbelievably crowded. You can’t take one step
without bumping into someone or something. Actually, the
original Starbucks is right next to the market. Pike Place also
provides a lot of cool entertainment. I say that because when
I went there, magicians, piano players, guitarists, and singers
were all next to the shops. Remember the handmade cheese
I mentioned? They have glass panes so that you can see how
they make the cheese! The fish? Order up! When you
request a fish, the employees sling it over the counters, and
the fish goes flying! Yeah, Pike Place is pretty amazing. The
last thing (or two) that I’m going to tell you about is
Bainbridge Island. Think of Washington as a whale (It kinda
does look like a whale)! Bainbridge is a small city situated in
western Washington state and is shaped roughly like the tail
of a whale. If you think it sounds weird, just go to Google
Maps and search Bainbridge Island. Make sure you zoom way
out so you can see the whole picture) Bainbridge Island is
cool, but my favorite part is how you get there. So, basically,
you take a ferry. And you wait like one hour to board. But
then you can drive your car inside, climb up to the top two
floors, and relax. Or, if you’re like me, grab some food, and
run out onto the deck outside, feel the wind in your face, and
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try not to get blown away. Now, by blown away, I mean a lot
of things!!You should try not to let your head explode from
the fast-moving air, and admire the beautiful blue body of
water glittering in the sun, or if you are traveling at night, be
ready for the pretty lights. A quick safety reminder: never zip
down your jacket all the way and hold the two ends out. It
will act like a sail, and you will find it very hard to stand
upright. (Believe me, I know, and it’s very embarrassing when
you stumble into a stranger, and they look at you like, “What
in the world are you doing, you idiot?!”)
Saving the best for the last, is the Space Needle. The
experience is unreal! So, basically, you take an 83-secondlong elevator ride to the tippy-top of the circle part of the
Space Needle. The top floor isn’t the one with the glass floor.
The top is the one with the slanted glass windows and slanted
glass benches, so that when you lean against a window, you
feel like you are going to fall off the face of the world. Also,
when you sit on the benches, you slide down slowly, and it’s
a surreal feeling, sliding and knowing how high you are, and
hoping (even though you know) that there is something
behind you.
You take an elevator and go down to the Loupe, the floor 20
feet below the top floor. The Loupe is the glass floor and by
glass, I mean glass everywhere. The windows are glass, and
more importantly, the floor is glass. Granted, it’s not
completely glass. There are some metal beams in between
and some carpeted parts for the people who fear heights. But
the feeling is like, when you are really high on a roller coaster,
and you are just about to drop. Keep this between you and
me, but my dad was freaking out. And on the floor above, he
was like, “You wimps! It’s not even that high!” I think the
Space Needle is my personal favorite. Also, the rotating floor.
Now, in addition to the floor being glass, it also spins. This
part is confusing, so buckle up. Imagine a circle with four

rings. A big circle, a slightly less big circle inside that circle, a
much smaller (about a fourth of the size) circle inside the less
big one, and another which is the size of about half of the
previous one, inside that one. (I’m cringing at my word choice,
but there is like, no way to explain this.) The biggest circles
are the windows. They aren’t as big-but still-takes-up-like75%-of-the-whole-space circle is the glass floor. The small
circles are the carpets, and the smallest circle are the
elevators. (The windows almost reach the floors. If you don’t
realize that, now you do.) If you are sitting on the ledge below
the windows, it feels like you are spinning. It doesn’t feel like
you are stationary, and the floor is moving, it feels like you are
moving. (The floor is glass, but there is another layer of glass
under it, so just in case the first layer breaks, you won’t die.)
If you are on the glass floor, it feels like the floor beneath the
floor you are standing on is moving. (And also, the carpets
look like they are moving. It’s complicated.) If you are on the
carpets, it looks like the floor is moving and the windows are
still. If you are on the elevators (which have windows
everywhere, except the top and bottom, because that’s
probably a safety hazard) you can only feel relieved when you
land on the ground safely again.
Now, I know I’m missing a bunch of amazing things, but this
has been my personal experience throughout Seattle, and I’ve
loved every minute of it. But now, I’m back in Minnesota. I
know, couldn’t keep away. Actually, my mom’s sabbatical
ended. I’m not the happiest person, but I was missing
hanging out with my friends, even though I made some great
ones in Washington. So, all in all, visit Washington at the next
chance you get. Visit all the places I told you about, and some
more, and tell me if I described them accurately. If you want
to hear more of my stories about the Boeing museum, or the
Space Needle, come ask me. (Or my friend Hridi and her
family because they were there for some of it).
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San Francisco Trip
By Ayushmita Mondal
I went on a plane to San Francisco. When we got there, we got our rental car and drove to Abhijit uncle’s house. Abhijit Uncle
is my dad’s friend from college. There, I met Zoya and played with her. After that, we went to sleep early so we could have
fun the next day.
The next morning, we woke up and had breakfast. We took two cars and drove to Route 1. We went to Pebble Beach
and Carmel Beach. We played with kites. Then we drove to Mcway Falls. It was far away and it was closed when we arrived.
Our phones were not working, as there was no signal. We drove back to San Jose and had dinner. When we came back to
Abhijit uncle’s house, we went to sleep.
The next day, we went on a San Francisco city tour. We went to Pier 39, and saw many sea lions there. We had a lunch
of fish and chips. Our next stop was Ghirardelli Square, a place famous for chocolate. Then we went to the Golden Gate
Bridge. We drove across the bridge, but we did not find any place to stop and take pictures. Then we went to Sausalito. There,
we went to a restaurant named Cibo. Everyone had coffee and Didi ate a cookie. Then, because we were leaving, we hugged
Zoya and checked in at our Hotel.
The next day we went to the Ocean Beach. I made a sand castle there. Then we went to House of Nanking to eat lunch.
We went to Marin County to take pictures of the Golden Gate Bridge. Then we went to eat at a Nepalese restaurant. We
slept early so we could go to Yosemite the next day! I loved my vacation and hope to go again!!!
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Trip to Kabetogama
By Barbie Paul
I went to Kabetogama with my family by car. It took 6 hours to reach there, but in the middle of the trip, we stopped at a
restaurant to eat lunch. In the restaurant, I met with other two families that I shared the cabin at Kabetogama. When we
were done eating our food, all the kids went in one of the family’s car for the rest of the road trip. When we reached there,
all the kids got out of the car as fast as we could so that we could pick the best rooms in the cabin. We played for a very long
time then finally a parent called us outside for BBQ dinner.
When we came back inside our cabin after having dinner, we wanted to watch cartoons on T.V. or on iPads but iPads were
gone. Then my dad said,” no iPad in the trip”, we were sad then my mom told us to do some performance. We sang and
danced baby shark for my little brother Aaryav. After that we played dumb charades with our parents.
The next day we all were excited because we were going on a boat trip to see the Voyageurs National Park. When we went
on the boat, the driver of the boat allowed all the kids to sit in the front of the boat, it was awesome. We saw eagles with
their nests, rock garden, kettle falls and Canada border. When we were coming back, the driver allowed all the kids to steer
the boat for few minutes. That night we slept early because we were tired. On the final day, we spent some time on a beach
before coming back home.
The trip to Kabetogama was the best adventure I had ever had.
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Aarushi Adhikari, 5 years
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সং ামী মা
গৗতম সরকার
ছাটেবলার ু েলর ব ু

ভািশস আমার মােক

রণ করায়, ওেকই লখা িচিঠ -

সই কান ছাটেবলার কথা, মানু ষটােক ভুেল যাওয়ারই কথা! তবু ও তুই মেন রেখিছস। এটা জেন িবি ত হলাম, আবার তার
আমার

ৃ িত-শি র ওপর

াও বাড়ল।

আমােদর বেড় ওঠার সময়েতা আর 'মাদারস ড' বেল িকছু িছল না, পের বড় হেয় িবেদেশ এেস এটা িশিখ। এখন দখিছ ভারেতও এটা হয়! তেব
তুই, আিম যখন বািলগ

গভনেমে র

াস ওয়ােন পিড়, তখনকার একিদেনর কথা আমার এখনও বশ মেন পেড়। তখন তা মাদারস ড থাকার

কথা নয়, তেব কান িবেশষ িদন িছল িন য়। কারণ সিদন আমােদর

াস-িটচার ইি রা-িদ

াক বােডর ওপর কন জািন না িলেখিছেলন -

"মােক আমার পেড় না মেন
ধু যখন খলেত িগেয় হটাত অকারেণ
একটা িক সু র ন িনেয় কােন আমার বােজ
মােয়র কথা িমলায় তখন আমার খলার মােঝ।"
লখার পর ইি রা-িদ যখন

াকেবাড থেক আমােদর িদেক মুখ ফরােলন, আমার পির ার মেন পেড়, দিখ উিন অেঝাের কাঁদেছন! ক যন একজন

িজেগ স কেরিছেলা য উনার চােখ জল কন? তখন উিন বেলিছেলন - "বড় হােল বু ঝেব, এখন নয়"।
সই িদন আিম সিত ই বু ঝেত পািরিন য ঐ ঠাকুমা-িদিদমার বয়সী ইি রা-িদ কন কঁেদ িছেলন। যখন বু ঝলাম, তখেনা িক
মেন হেয়িছেলা এই য, ইি রা-িদ ভুল বেলিছেলন, তা না হােল আমার বড় হওয়া পয

আিম ছােটাই! ধু

তা অ ত মােয়র বঁেচ থাকার কথা!

খুব ছাটেবলায় মােক িমস করতাম; জু েতার িফেত বঁেধ দওয়ার জন , জামার বাতাম সলাই করার জন , ান করার সময় মাথায় জল ঢালার জন ,
নারেকাল-নাড়ু, িনমিক বা রসবড়া খাওয়ার জন , শীতকােল হােত বানা সােয়টার পরার জন , এইসব। তারপর মানু ষটােক আিম ায় ভুেলই যেত
বেসিছলাম, যিদও বাবা যতিদন বঁেচ িছেলন তত িদন আমােদর িতন ভাইেক িকছু েতই মানু ষটােক পুেরাপুির ভুেল যেত দনিন। বাৎসিরক পরী ার
ফল বেরােনার িদন, বা ভােলা িকছু করার পর বাবােক

নাম করেত গেলই বাবা পা সিরেয় িনেতন; দওয়ােল টাঙােনা মােয়র ছিবটা দিখেয়

বলেতন "উঁ , আেগ মা-েক"! এছাড়া মােয়র আর তমন কােনা অি

ই থাকেলা না তখন আর আমার জীবেন। আর থাকেবই বা িক কাের? ব ু -

বা ব, ি েকট, ব াডিম ন, টিনস, ফু টবল, িসেনমা, পড়ােশানা - এইসেবর মােঝ মােয়র আর জায়গা হাল না।
মােক আবার মেন পড়েলা সই উিনেশর শেষ - যখন দশ ছেড় িবেদেশ পািড়
পােরনিন য আমার পে

এই 'িবেদেশ-পািড়' ব াপারটা আেদৗ ঘটােনা স ব! িক

ায় আস । বাবা বাধ হয়

থেম িঠকঠাক িব াস কের উঠেত

যিদন বু ঝেলন য আমােক আর আটকােনা স ব নয়, সিদন

কােছ ডেক বশ িকছু 'গ ীর' কথা বেলিছেলন, যা েন আিম এেকবাের আ য হেয় িগেয়িছলাম। কারণ এর আেগ বাবা কানিদন আমােক কােনা
গ ীর কথা বেলনিন। বাবা সিদন কথা শষ কেরিছেলন এই বেল য "েকােনা ভয় নই, তামার মােয়র আশীবাদ সে থাকেব”। দশ ছাড়ার িদন
মেন হেয়িছেলা য বাবার আশীবাদটা পলাম িক পলাম না তা িঠক বাঝা গেলা না, িক

বাবা মারফৎ মােয়র আশীবাদটা িঠকই পলাম! এরপর
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আবার সই একই ঘটনা - মােক আবার ভুেল গলাম। তখন িবেদেশ িথতু হওয়ার সং াম, পােয়র নীেচ জিম খাঁজার সং াম; তার ওপর মজলাম
মেম! মােয়র কথা ভাবার সময় কাথায়?
মােক আবার মেন পড়েলা যখন

হাল আমার ‘িসি ল-ফাদার ড’ – আমার িতন কন ােক িনেয়, যখন ওেদর বেয়স মা ১, ৩ আর ৪! কারণ সই

একই - ওেদর জু েতার িফেত বাঁধা, ােনর সময় ওেদর মাথায় জল ঢালা, ওেদর জামার বাতাম সলাই করা, এমনিক

েম ওেদর সােথই নারেকাল-

নাড়ু আর রসবড়া বানােনা! সােয়টারটা এখনও ওেদর জন বা ওেদর সােথ বু েন উঠেত পািরিন, পারেল গিবতই হতাম! তেব হ াঁ, মেয়েদর মাফলার
বানা িশিখেয়িছ – এই আমার 'মােয়র ছেল' আিমই! আমার
মধ ম কন া মায়ার বানােনা মাফলার সযে

রাখা আেছ আমার

কােছ। এ ব াপাের সাহায কেরেছ আমার বছর দু ই ডা াির পড়ার
অিভ তা, যখন িশেখিছলাম সাজািরেত মানু েষর চামড়া সলাই!
তেব এইসেবর কানটাই আমার কােছ তমন ‘িবেশষ’ িকছু নয়।
‘িবেশষ’ যা, তা হাল আমার মােক আমার িচনেত পারা। যা আিম
পেরিছ িবগত ১৫ বছের, আমার িতন কন ােক ‘িসি ল-ফাদার’
ৃিত বা টুকেরা ঘটনা

িহসােব বড় করেত িগেয়। ফেল আসা
মেন পড়ায়

ায়ই মেন হেয়েছ য িক অসাধারণ িছেলন এই

মিহলা! সহায়-স লহীন (েদশ িবভােগর পর মােয়র বােপর বািড়
হেয়িছেলা িবহােরর গয়ায়, যা তখনকার িদেন

কালকাতার

তুলনায় িছল ‘িবেদশ’), আ ীয়-পিরজনহীন (মােয়র একমা
ভরসা িছল আমার বাবা, িযিন কমসূ ে

ায়ই থাকেতন অন ,

আর আমরা িতন ভাই িছলাম খুবই ছাট),

ায়ই কপদক-শূ ন

অব ায় এক ভীষণ িতকূল পিরেবেশ আমােদর িতন ভাইেয়র মুখ চেয় মােয়র বঁেচ থাকার সং াম িবগত ১৫ বছের অেনক রসদ জু িগেয়েছ আমােক
– অেনকটা

ায় একই রকম অব ায় আমার িতন মেয়েক বড় করার সং ােম।

ায়ই আমার মেন হেয়েছ (িবেশষত বা ােদর অসু খ-িবসু েখর

িদন েলায়, যখন কানটা আেগ সামলােবা স ব াপাের হােল পািন পতাম না) য আমার মা পেরিছেলন, আমােকও পারেত হেব, পারেতই হেব!
আমার মেয়রা বড় হেয় গেলা, আমার এই সং াম ায় শষ। মােয়র ছিবেত ফু েলর মালা দওয়া ছাড়া মােক আর িকছু দওয়ার সু েযাগ হয়িন কােনা
িদন। তেব

িতকূল পিরেবেশ আমার িসি ল-ফাদার েডর সং াম হেয় থাকেলা আমার মােয়র

িত আমার

াঘ ।
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িভনেদশী জানািকরা
মােগা তার আঁচলভরা ভােলাবাসা, আর িক কখেনা পােবা না র
দূ ের ঠেল িদিল কন র মা, তার ওই শীতল ছায়া থেক
অেনক দু ঃখ, অেনক ক িভনেদেশর এই মািটটােত,
তােক ছেড় বঁেচ থাকার সকল

ালা এই মেনর মােঝ,

আেছ অেনক মান অিভমান ঝগড়া আর খুনসু িট;
সবই তা মা তােক ছাড়া কমন যন পানেস বািস

িট

আেছ অেনক নতুন নতুন রকমাির সব খাওয়া দাওয়া,
তবু কন মা পাইনা স াদ ভাত ডাল তার মািখেয় দওয়া;
চ ু হল ছানাবড়া িবেদেশর আেলার ঝলকািন ত
তবু কন মা দু চাখ ভেজ না মেন করা সই শশেবেত,
সই য মা তামার আগেল থাকা আঁচলটা আজ ব
হািরেয় যাে
ব

খুঁিজ;

এই িভেড়েত তার সানা মা এই বু িঝ!

কিঠন এই পৃ িথবী বু ঝতাম যিদ অেনক আেগ,

থাকতাম সই িনেজর দেশ

লতাম না ধু জানািক হেয়........
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ব ু
ব ু , কােরা না দু ঃখ,

ব ু , কােরা না

জীবন য অিত সূ !

কেরা িনেজের ব ন।

চলার পথ

,

যন তামার সৃ জন

তবু বঁেচ থাকা টা ই মুখ ।
না হেল য তুিম মূ খ।
ব ু,

পও না ক ,

কােরা না মুহূত ন ।
হয়ও না ল

আপনায় জনগন।
হও িবখ াত ভুবন।
ব ু , দু ঃখ হেত নাও িশ া,
ক হেত নাও দী া।

,

ন িদক িভ া,

যা আেছ অবিশ
তা িদেয়ই হও

ন,

এবার য তামার পরী া।
।
হও তুিম উ ীণ।
কেরা

মাণ, নও দীণ।
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একটা পািখ বাসা কেরিছল আমােদর বািড়র দরজার ওপের। ছানা েলা বেড়া হেয় উেড় গেছ। তাই সটা খুেল এেন সাদা
কাগেজর ওপর একটা পা ার বানালাম।
মন চেলা িনজ (িনেকতেন)
স িনেকতন বাইের থেক শূ ন আর ভতের অসীম।

কে াল দাস

দুগামােয়র অনু স ােন

ভগবান

- সু ধীর নাথ
মা দু গা তুিম িব ু , তুিম
তুিম িব

া, তুিম মেহ র সব েনর অিধকারী আমােদর ভগবান ।

াে র সৃ ি কারী আকােশ, জেল, েল সব

মা তামার সৃ ি এই অন

তামােক দখেত পেয় আিম ভাগ বান ।।

াকৃিতক িনয়ম কের সািজেয় রেখেছ অসংখ

হ-ন

।

িণক সমেয়র জেন তােত আমার অব ান দেখ হািরেয় যেত চািহনা তামােক না কের
এই িব
বৎসেরর

াে র মা

েপ তামােক দখেত পাই নেত পাই উপলি

।।

িত ণ অহরহ ।

েত ক িদনই তামার পূ জার তািরখ ও উৎসব সামেন রেখ তামার অসংখ িব হ ।।

সূ য তামার ডান চ ু বােমর চ ু চ
সই আকােশ আিম াস-

া ব াপী অন

মেধ আেছ অি আর মহাআকাশ তামার অ ।

াস রািখ, পািলত হই তামার িতন চােখ, এমত আমার জ

আজ শারদীয়ায় তামার পূ জার উপলে
িব

কির

ত

।।

আমরা সবাই িমেল সারা বৎসর ধের কেরিছ আেয়াজন ।

তামার িব হেক ছাট একটা ু ল ঘেরর আি নায় কেরিছ াপন ।।

হে সু দশন চ , ি শূ ল, খ , শ , ব , বাহেন িসংহ ইি ত কের মার িব ব াপী কম ।
পুেরািহত ঠাকুর ম পেড়ন 'যা দবী সবভূ েতষু শি

েপণ সংি তা নম ই নম ই নমঃ নমঃ' ।।

স মী ও অ মী পূ জায় দেল দেল লাক আেস সপিরবাের দূ গামােক চে

দখেত ও আশীবাদ িনেত ।

ম েপর দরজায় সব বাধা অিত ম কের সবাই পূ জার বদীেত অেপ া কের মােক
নবমী ও দশমীেত সবার মুেখ হািস মােক দখার পিরতৃি বাদ -শে র শে
নাচেত নাচেত আন

কের সবাই বেল 'আসেছ বছর আবার হেব' এই

ণাম ও অ িল িদেত ।।
আকাশ

িনত হয় ।

ি য়ার কখেনা ইিত নয় ।।
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কল াণী পাড়ুই
ডাঃ ঘনশ াম কু ু
িবেলত থেক ফরার পর কী করব িঠক করেত বছর দু ই কেট গল। একিদেক িবেদেশর ঐ েযর েলাভন, অন িদেক
অিন য়তার হাত নাড়া। আমােদর দেশ ফরার সময় িবেদেশ,িবেশষ কের ইংল াে খুবই কম বাঙািল ডা ার িচর ায়ী ভােব বসবাস
করত। ঐ সময় এক িদেক কনজারেভিটভ দেলর এম. িপ ইনক পাওেয়েলর

ালাময়ী অ াি -ইিমে সন ব ৃ তা,অন িদেক ওেদেশ

ছেলেমেয়র ভিবষ ৎ কমন হেত পাের-এই িনেয় টানাপেড়ন চলিছল আমার ও নীরার মেধ । ছেল রা ল তখন সােড় চার বছেরর, আর
মেয় িপউ সেব দড় বছর।
নীরাই সমস ার সমাধান করল। এক উইেকে আমরা ব ু ডাঃ অেশাক পােলর বািড় যাি লু ম। স থাকত

ভসএে । নীরা

ি য়ািরং-এ, আর আিম পােশ বেস ন ািভেগট করিছ। ঐ সময় িজ.িপ.এস িছল না। িপছেন বিব িসেট বেসিছল রা ল ও িপউ। হঠাৎ
নীরা আমায়
করল ‘আ া, তুিম এেদেশ কন এেসিছেল বলত’? আমার উ রটা িছল খুব সংি
‘উ -িশ ােথ’। সে সে নীরা
বেল উঠেলা ‘এেকবাের সিঠক উ র। তামােক আমার ভাল লাগার আর একটা কারণ বাধহয় এটাই—খুব ছা কের িঠক িঠক উ রদওয়া’। তুিম িন য়ই ীকার করেব ‘তুিম এেদেশ যা যা পড়া না করেত চেয়িছেল, তা কেরছ’। আিম বললাম ‘হ াঁ, তা তা কেরিছ’।
নীরা আরও বলল ‘তুিম সস ােন সব িড ী অজন কেরছ। তামার অিভ তাও িকছু কম হয় িন । তাছাড়া তামার মন তা সবসময়
অিভ তা অজেনর জন উ ু খ, স তুিম যখােনই থােকা না কন’। আর আমার কথা যিদ বল আিম অ েতই খুিশ। তামার রাগীেদর
অ ান করার মেতা যটুকু পড়া না,িড ী ও অিভ তা দরকার,তা সবই আমার হেয়েছ। কােজই আমরা দেশ িফের যােবা। এবার
চেলা, চা খাই। সিলে ট কির’। বেলই গািড়টা পেরর সািভস
শেন ঢুিকেয় িদল।
শািড়টা িঠক কের চা খেত খেত নীরা বলল ‘কালই তামার গডফাদার িমঃ ম াকেরেক তামার ইে টা জানাও। ভ েলাক
একটু িবচিলত হেয় আে প করেবন িঠকই, িক

তামার উপর তাঁর য অপত

হ ও ভালবাসা আেছ, তার জন তামােক ছাড়েত

আপি করেবন না বেল মেন হয়’।
এরই মােঝ আমরা দু ’জন দেশ িগেয় িপ.এস.িস- ত (সােহবেদর ভাষায় মা
পলাম।

এ েপনিসভ) ই ারিভউ িদেয়িছলাম। চাকিরও

থম পাি ং দািজিলং সদর হাসপাতােল। আিম সাধারন মিডক াল অিফসার, আর নীরা কনসালেট

ঐ সময় কান অ ািনে িট

অ ািন ীিট । ওখােন

িছল না।
(২)

কাজ

করলাম। িক

িকছু িদেনর মেধ হাসপাতােলর ডা ারেদর ও এ ডিমিনে টরেদর ঈষা, নাংরািম ইত ািদর

চহারা দেখ আমার মন িবে াহী হেয় উঠল। িতন িতন বার রিজগেনশন দ য়ার পর া ম ী আমােদর মুি

কট

িদেলন।

কলকাতা ফরার পেথ নীরা বলল ‘আমরা কলকাতায় আর একবার চ া করব। যিদ সটাও ি ক না কের, তা হেল আমরা
আমােদর ইে েকই

াধান দব। সইমেতা চলব আমরা’। িফের এলু ম কলকাতায়। পাক সাকােসর ভাড়া বািড়েত মাথা গাঁজার ঠাঁই

জুটেলা। তখনও ভাবিছ কী করব।
রামকৃ

চাই

িত ােন (িশ ম ল) অৈবতিনক িভিজিটং ডা ার িহেসেব যাগ িদলু ম আর নীরা ইনি িটউট অব
হলথ হাসপাতােল অৈবতিনক এ েনে িট িহেসেব কাজ
করল। যেহতু দু জেনই অৈবতিনক কােজ যু , তাই সংসার

চালােনার জেন

িমশেনর সবা

াইেভট

াকিটস

করলাম।

এই রকম সংকটজনক পিরি িত ও অিনি ত ভিবষ েতর সি

েণ হাসপাতােল এক রাগী এেসিছল আমার কােছ। তার নাম

কল াণী পাড়ুই। সালটা বাধ হয় ১৯৭৭। তােক দেখিছলাম িশ ম ল হাপাতােলর আউটেডাের। আিম সব সময় চ া করতাম িঠক
সমেয় আউটেডাের কাজ
করেত। আিম সমেয়র সে পা া িদেয় দৗড়ুতুম। কম জীবেনর থম থেকই বু েঝিছলু ম সমেয়র যথাথ
মূ ল । কাজ
করতুম সকাল সােড় আটটায়, শষ হেত সােড় দশ িক এগারটা গিড়েয় যত। তারপর
হত রাউ দওয়া ও

াজুেয়ট ছা পড়ােনা ইত ািদ। যিদন অপােরশন থাকত, সিদন সকাল সােড় আটটায়

পা

কের িলে র শষ রাগীেক অপােরশন

কের তেব ছু িট, স যত বলাই হাক না কন।
আউটেডাের নাস রাগীর নাম ধের ডেক ডা ারেদর িকউিবেকেল যেত িনেদশ িদত। সিদন অন রাগী দখেত দখেত
কল াণী পাড়ুই নামটা বার কেয়ক কােন এেসিছল। রাগী দখা ায় শষ—নাস জানােলা কল াণী পাড়ুই নােমর এক রাগীেক পাওয়া
যাে না। অেনক ণ পের নাস কল াণী ও তার ামীেক িনেয় আমার িকউিবেকেল ঢুকল। কল াণীর িদেক তািকেয় দখলু ম তার শীন
দেহ

াি র ছাপ। গােয়র রং িমশকােলা, পরেন লাল পেড় শািড়, সবু জ রেঙর াউজ। গােয়র চামড়া

খিড় ফাটা দাগ। খািল পা, ধু েলােত ঢাকা পেড়েছ পােয়র আলতা। গ ের ঢাকা চাখ দু েটা কমন

ও খসখেস। মােঝ মােঝ
ল ল করিছল। গালদু েটা

তাবড়ােনা। কােন দু ল, নােক নাকছািব ও আ ু েল আংিট—সবই নকল স ার। হােত শাঁখা ও পলার বদেল
মেনহল সবই স ায় মলা থেক কনা। িসঁিথেত ডগডেগ িসঁদুর। মাথায় ঘামটা। সধবার সব িচ

াসিটেকর লাল চুিড়।

ওর শরীের, কমন যন িব াপেনর

মেতা।
(৩)
য়ােট চহারা, ঠাঁেটর কােন সাদা দাগ। মুখ াভািবক ঔ ল
হািরেয়েছ। তবু ও যন কাথায় একটা
লেগ আেছ চহারায়। দখলু ম ওর আঁচেল মুিড় বাঁধা। ও ঘের ঢুেকই খুব সংেকােচ বলল
‘বাবা নেত পাই িন। সকাল থেক িকছু খাইিন তা, জেলর জেন কলতলা খুেঁ জ খুঁেজ শেষ ঐ ধাের বেস মুিড় খাি লু ম’। তারপর
দেখই বাঝা যায় দািরে র সে

এ মেয় ঘর কের।

ামীেক দিখেয় বলল, ওঁনােক তখন থেক বলিছ, দখ না নাম এেসেছ িকনা, তা গরাহ ই করল না। সামেনর বে

দু ’জনেক বসেত

ামীর চহারা আরও ক ণ। অভাব যন জলছিবর মেতা ওর শরীর জুেড়। রাগা, ল া,
গােয় কলার ছঁড়া হাফ সাট, পরেন খাঁিক রেঙর খােটা প া । তলাটা থেক ছঁড়া সু েতা বিরেয় ঝুলেছ। ফাটা পােয় টায়ার কাটা চিট।
বললু ম। অেনক ইত ত কের বসেলা। ওর

ওর নাম িদবাকর। ও বলল ‘সু রবেনর এক
ল

ত

গাঁেয় ওরা থােক। সখান থেক কলকাতা আসেত সময় লােগ দু িদন। নৗেকা ও

চেপ খাল, নদী পিরেয় আসেত ক ও যমন, খরচও তমন’।
িদবাকর পশায় ডাক হরকরা, মাইেন পায় খুব কম। ও বলল, সংসােরর খরচ চালােনা দায় হেয় উেঠেছ। দািজিলংএ আমরা

দু ’জেন িমেল মাইেন পতাম মােস সাতেশা টাকা। তাই বু ঝেত অসু িবধা হল না, িদবাকেরর মািসক আয় কত হেত পাের! িদবাকর বলল
‘ওেদর িবেয় হেয়েছ তর কী চা বছর হেব। খুব শখ একটা স ান চায়’। ামীর কথা েন কল াণী মুচিক হাসেলা। কেনা মুেখ ফাটা
ঠাঁেটর ফাঁক িদেয় সাদা দাঁত েলা ঝকঝক কের উঠল। ওেদর মুখ দেখ মেন হল খুব খুিশ। যন ওেদর
পেয়েছ। িনয়ম মািফক পরী া কের দু ’জনেক বাঝালাম স ান হবার জন িক িক
িদেয়িছল। সল

পুরেণর ডা ারেক খুঁেজ

েয়াজন। কল াণী ল ায় ঘামটা আেরা টেন

হািসেত ওর মুখটা ভের গল। কল াণীর ইশারায় িদবাকর একটা চটা ধরা

াসিটেকর ব াগ থেক দামড়ােনা একটা

াউন খাম বার করল। তার মেধ থেক িঠকুিজ-কুি র মেতা গাল কের গাটােনা একটা কাগেজর বাি ল বার কের আমার হােত িদল।
অেনক কে পেড় যা বু ঝলু ম, হলথ স াের অেনক ডা ার ওেদর দেখেছন— কউ পাস করা, কউ বা কায়াক। নানা রকম পরী ার
িরেপাটও আেছ। বু েকর এ েরও করােনা হেয়েছ। িক িফ টার এমন দু রব া য তা থেক িকছু উ ার করা গল না। তেব িরেপােট
যা দখলু ম তা থেক বাঝা গল িট. িব হয় িন। িক র া তা ও কওয়া্েম ওরা ভুগেছ।
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আউটেডােরর িস ােরর আলমাির থেক িফিজিসয়ান সাে ল ওষু ধ িদলু ম ওেদর। ামী ীর যা যা পরী া করা দরকার তারও
ব ব হা করা হল। িশ ম েলর সে টাির নেরশ মহারােজর কােছ আেবদন কের সম
িদেয় অপােরসনও ি

ট , এমন িক িবেদশ থেক আনা ল াপার িপ

করা হল। সবই আশা দ দেখ ওেদর সব িবষয় বু িঝেয় ব ু ম। আনে া ােস ঝলমল কের উঠেলা দু েটা মুখ।
(৪)

মাস িতেনক পর আবার দখলু ম কল াণী পাড়ুইেক। ‘মা’ হেত চেলেছ স। আস মাতৃে র ছটায় ওর দেহ লেগেছ পূ ণতার
ছাঁয়া। িদবাকর যন নু তন ে িবেভার এক অন মানু ষ। যথাসমেয় কল াণী একিট পু স ােনর ‘মা’ হল। সবাই খুিশ। নীরা ওর নাম
রাখল ‘স াট’। নামটা সবার পছ । হাসপাতােলর হেলও আিম নীরােক িবেশষ রাগীেদর কথা জানাতুম। নীরাও খুিশ, আমার মেনও
তৃি ।
বছর দু ’িতন বােদ আবার দখা কল ানী পাড়ুই এর সে । এ কী চহারা হেয়েছ তার? কাথায় হািরেয় গেছ সই উ লতা যা
মাতৃ তােক িদেয়িছল! দু বল, ীন র,কথা বলেত ক হে । িদবাকেরর চােখমুেখ দু ি ার ছাপ। ধু স াটই ানচ েল ভরপুর।
াথিমক পরী া করার পর সে হ হল, জরায়ু অথবা ওভািরেত িকছু খারাপ জােতর িটউমার হেয়েছ। সে সে কল াণীেক
ভি কের িনলু ম। র িদেয় একটু চা া কের তুেল অপােরশন করলু ম। ওভাির থেক ক ানসার ছিড়েয় পেড়েছ শরীেরর সব জায়গায়।
অংশ বাদ িদেয়িছলু ম। িক দূ ের ছড়ােনা ক ানসারেক অপােরশন কের পুেরাপির বাদ দওয়া গল না। পের
হাপাতােলই িকেমােথরািপ করা হল। িক সব চ া ব থ হেলা। এরপর কল াণী বঁেচ িছল মা ছ’স াহ । মৃ তু র কেয়ক িদন আেগ
একিদন রাউে র সময় আচমকা আমার হাত ধের কল াণী ীণ ের বলল ‘বাবা, তুিমই ঐ ছেলেক পৃ িথবীেত এেনিছেল, তামার হােতই
যতখািন পারলাম আ া

আবার ওেক সঁেপ িদলাম। ওেক দখেব তা?’ কল ানীর চােখর কাণ থেক জল গিড়েয় পড়িছল। আমার িদেক আকুিত মাখা চােখ
তািকেয় িছল উ েরর আশায়। অেনক কে
কের হেস বলল ‘িনি

চােখর জল স রণ কের ধরা গলায় বেলিছলাম ‘ভার িনলু ম’। কল ানী ঠাঁেটর ফাঁেক ক

হলু ম বাবা, এবার শাি েত মরেত পারব’।

কল াণী চেল গল। রেখ গল তার একমা

ৃিতিচ

‘স াট’। আিম ও নীরা মিরয়া হেয় চ া চালালাম অনাথ আ েমর

খাঁেজ। তখনকার িদেন সব সং ায় অনাথ বলেত, বাঝান হত, সই িশ েদর যােদর বাবা ও মা, দু জেনর কউই নাই।
ইিতমেধ আেমিরকা থেক আমােদর ইিমে সন িভসা ও ীন কাড এেস গেছ। িক করেবা ভাবিছ, িকছু েতই িস াে আসেত
পারিছ না— দশ না িবেদশ, কানটা হেব আমােদর আগামী িদেনর কম ল ও বাস ান। অেনক ভেব নীরাই িস া িনল। বলল ‘এখন
িবেদশ যাওয়ার পিরক না হিগত থাক। দখাই যাক না েদেশ আেরা িকছু িদন’। মেন িনলাম ওর

াব।

িকছু িদেনর পের হাসপাতােল একিদন িদবাকেরর সােথ দখা। খবর জানেত চাইেল িদবাকর ওর শরীেরর দু ’িতনেট জায়গা
দখােলা। চামড়া উঁচু ও অসাড়। বু ঝলাম িক হেয়েছ। তবু ও সে সে ি ন
(৫)
সািল ডাঃ চ বতীেক দখালাম। উিন দেখই জানােলন-নন ইনেফকিটভ ল িস। সব ট

কের উিনই ওষু েধর ব ব া কের

িছেলন।
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কথায় বেল, সমস া একা আেস না। িদবাকেরর জীবেনও তাই হেয়িছল। মেন মেন বললু ম, য কান উপােয় একটা অনাথ
আ ম খুঁেজ বার করেতই হেব, স ােটর জন । ওেক কােরা হফাজেত না রাখেত পারেল সমস া আরও বাড়েব। একটা উপায়ও বর
হেলা।
আমােদর বািড়েত তখন সতী বেল একিট মেয় কাজ করত। সতী ামী-পিরত া। কােজর খাঁেজ মেয়িট বািলগ

শেন

ঘুরিছল। নীরার কাকামিণ সতীেক আমােদর বািড়েত িনেয় আেস। সই থেক ও আমােদর সে থাকত। সতী সত ই সতীল ী িছল।
এমন মেয়েক কন তার ামী পিরত াগ কেরিছল বাঝা দু র। সই সতীই স ােটর কথা েন বলল ‘ গাসাবায় ফাদার িব ােসর কােছ
একবার চলু ন না মেশামশায়। উিন িন য়ই একটা ব ব া কের দেবন’।
এক রিববাের স াটেক িনেয় আমরা সবাই ফাদার িব ােসর কােছ গলাম। নীরা স ােটর জন বণপিরচয়, সহজপাঠ, িকছু
খাবার ও নতুন জামাকাপড়, াস ও প সে িনল। ফাদার িব াস সিদন সত ই আমােদর কােছ িয । যওয়ার সে সে উিন স াটেক
কােল তুেল িনেলন। এই অ ত ািশত পাওনা আমােদর য ধু আন িদল তাই নয়, িদল ি ও! কাগজ পে সইসাবু দ করলাম।
ভােলা কােজ লাগাবার জন িকছু আিথক অনু দান অত

িবনেয়র সে নীরা ফাদােরর হােত তুেল িদল। আসার আেগ নীরা স াটেক

কােল িনেয় কপােল, গােল চুমু িদল। হাঁটেত হাঁটেত হঠাৎ িপছন িফের স ােটর িদেক তািকেয় রইল িকছু ণ। মাতৃ েদর অপত

হ।

আসার পেথ নীরা আমায় িজ াসা করল ‘কী মশায়,আেমিরকার ি ন কাড এখনও আেছ, যােব না িক?’ বললাম ‘না, তুিমই
িজেত গেল’। ধীের ধীের িদবাকর সু হেয় উঠল। খবর পলাম স াট ু েল খুবই ভােলা করেছ। ফু টবল খলায় ও নািক ও াদ হেয়
উেঠেছ। য থাকেল সব চেয় বিশ খুিশ হত, সই কল াণীই ধু আজ আর নই। ভাবেত ভাবেত ভারা া মেন িফরলু ম। আমার বড়
সা না, সবার সহেযািগতায় আিম আমার কথা রাখেত পেরিছ। আিম জািন –
“আেছ দু ঃখ, আেছ মৃতু , িবরহ দহন লােগ।
তবু ও শাি , তবু আন , তবু অন

জােগ”।।

তবু ও তা একটা সহজ সরল িন াপ মুখ আজও আমার চােখর পাতা িভিজেয় দয়। আিম আনমনা হই!
: ডাঃ ঘনশ াম কু ু
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পুেজা
রীতা কুমার

পুেজা মােন দদার মজা,
পুেজা মােন আন ;
পুেজা মােন িনয়ম ভেঙ
একটু অন ছ ।
পুেজা মােন
থম

থম দখা

েম পড়া,

পুেজা মােন হ হ া
জািগেয় সারা পাড়া।
পুেজা মােন নতুন পাশাক
নতুন নতুন সাজ,
পুেজা মােন ঢােকর তােল
ধু নুিচর নাচ।
পুেজা মােন অ িল আর
জিমেয় খাওয়া দাওয়া,
রাজনামচা সিরেয় রেখ
একটু খালা হাওয়া।।
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পৃথার পুেজাকাহন
ঈিশতা চ বতী ভাদু ড়ী
সাল ২০০৮, পুেজার গ

তখেনা কােট িন | পৃ থা

মেধ হঠাৎ পেড় গেলন বাবা! িকছু বাঝার আেগই মা ঠেল

তার মা-বাবার সােথ বড়ােত এেসেছ মু াই| স িক জানেতা সই

িদেলন পৃথােক সামেনর িসঁিড়র িদেক, বািক মানু েষর ভীেড় | "মা

সময় ঘেট যােব এমন ভয় র ঘটনা যা িচরিদেনর মেতা ছাপ

- মা" বেল িচৎকার করিছেলা পৃ থা। এমন সময় কউ চেপ
ধরেলা তার মুখ, টেন ঢুিকেয় িনেলা তােক একটা অ কার ঘের

রেখ যােব তার জীবেন?
পৃথা বাঙািল বেট, িক বাবার চাকির সূ ে
চুর দশ-িবেদশ এর গ

থাকেতা। বাবার কােছ

স ব ালু েত
নেতা। সই

বার স তার বাবা ক বেলিছেলা "বাবা, আমােক মু াই িনেয়
যােব? জানালা িদেয় দখেবা গটওেয় অফ ইি য়া!!" ছা

| লাকিট সারা রাত শ

কের ধের পৃ থা ক িনেয় বেস রইেলন

ঘেরর এক কােন একটা টিবল এর পছেন| সই রােতর কথা
আর িকছু মেন নই তার...।

মেয়র

আবদার বাবা না েন পােরন? তাই তারা উঠেলা িগেয় The Taj
Palace হােটেল।

কেট গল িকছু বছর, মা-বাবার কােনা খাঁজ পাওয়া
যায় িন, বািড়র বািক লাকজেনরও কােনা খবর মেল িন | পৃ থা

থম িদন মু াই শহের িগেয় নতুন শহরেক খুব ভােলা
কের িচেন নয়ার চ া করেলা ছা

মেয়। বয়স সেব ৬ পৃ থার।

মু ােইর Hanging Garden, Haji Ali Dargah, Nehru

এখন থােক সই লাকিটর সােথ | আজ িতিন অেচনা নন, বরং
খুবই আপন একজন, নাম হাসান আলী। এখন িতিন পৃ থার
"আ ু " |

Science Centre, Siddhi Vinayak Temple - এ সব দখা

হেলা। পেরর িদন তােদর যাওয়ার কথা Elephanta Caves-এ
|
রাত
চাখ ব

ায় ১১:৩০ , বাবার কােছ গ

নেত

নেত

হেয় এেসিছেলা পৃ থার | মা পােশ বেস পেরর িদেনর

িত িনি েলন। হঠাৎ

হেয়

চ িচৎকার | তারপর rat-

tat-tat…। এ আওয়াজ যন কাথাও

েনেছ বেল মেন হে

পৃ থার ...। কালাহল বেড়ই চেল, সােথ ফায়ার অ ালাম এর ককশ
শ ....। িকংকতব িবমূ ড় হেয় পেড় তারা িতনজেন |

থম ঁশ

এেলা বাবার। মা আর পৃথা ক জার কের বাইের িনেয় গেলন
িতিন। আেস পােশ সবাই দৗেড়াে , হােটল এর অন
যাওয়ার

েচ ায়। সই ভীেড়ই িমেশ গল তারা।
আওয়াজ

পেড়েছ পৃ থার, িহি
দৗেড়াে

াে

উ

মশ তী হে । এ িক ব ু ক এর শ ? মেন
ছিব ত

েনেছ স এই আওয়াজ! সবাই

ােস তখন। কউ জােননা এর শষ কাথায়! তাির

সই ভয় র রােত হাসান না থাকেল আজ হয়েতা
পৃ থা ও থাকেতা না। হাসান মু াই এর নাম করা মােছর সা ায়ার
| ওই রােত তােজ এেসিছেলন মােছর ডিলভাির িদেত | মাবাবাহারা পৃথা ক িতিন আপন কের নন। মানু ষ কেরন তার দু ই
ছেলর সােথ িনেজর মেয়র মেতা | জল আসেত দনিন তার
চােখ কােনা িদন | এমন িক, পৃ থার কথা রাখেত িতিন দূ গা
পুেজােতও যান

িত বছর!
সাল ২০১৯, পৃ থা এখন ১৭ | আ ু র ব বসা সও

সামলােত সাহায কের | মাছ এখন িবেদেশও এ েপাট কের
তারা | িক পুেজার সাজ সাজ রেব যখন সবাই মেত ওেঠ, তখন
পৃ থা িনেজেক িনেজর মেধ

িটেয় নয়। | মেন পেড় তার

ছাটেবলার িদন েলা, হািরেয় যাওয়া বাবা-মা ক.... কমন আেছন

তাঁরা? অেনক খাঁজ কেরিছল হাসান। কােনা হিদশ পাওয়া যায় িন তাঁেদর | তাই পৃথা

িতবার পুেজােত যায় "মা" ক দখেত |

এক "মা" িক পৃ থােক দেবন িফিরেয় আর এক মা ক?

মা এর চােখ "মা" ক দখা
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